MATERNAL CARE

A Witness Seminar held at the
Wellcome Institute for the History of Medicine,
London, on 6 June 2000
INTRODUCTION

A few years ago I gave a talk to a group of midwives and historians at a conference held in Sheffield on the history of midwifery and childbirth. My theme was the delivery of maternity care in The Netherlands. As I spoke cheerfully about the wonderfully low rates of intervention in Holland I noticed some unease and foot-shuffling among the audience. Into question time we got to the heart of the matter. A few of the midwives in the audience had worked with Dutch midwives and found some of their practices disturbing, and what they saw as a reluctance to give pain relief or to withhold information on pain relief as ‘cruel’. I was startled by this. Having spent almost a decade working in The Netherlands as a historian with a particular interest in the formation of Dutch midwifery practice, I was comfortable with the idea that the Dutch midwife was a ‘guardian of normal births’. Home birth was still a viable, safe and happy choice for around a third of Dutch women. Birth without pain relief appeared to be ‘normal’ and accepted both by consumer and providers of care alike, although in recent years more Dutch women have demanded and received epidurals during hospital deliveries. Physiologically, Dutch women cannot be that different from British women, but something in their experience, knowledge and culture prepares many of them to expect normal birth to be bearable without pain relief, just as something in the training and expectations of Dutch midwives teaches them to anticipate that in many cases pain relief will not be required. It is not my role here in writing this brief introduction to add anecdotes to those contained in the following pages. But this example serves, I believe, to show how ‘culturally bound’ ideas of childbirth and maternity care are, how they vary from country to country, and, as the discussion shows, from region to region, from hospital to hospital, between local medical cultures and practitioners – within as well as between professional groupings – over time, and according to experience, the influence of colleagues and mentors, and in some cases chance and individual circumstance.

As concern mounts over the current provision of childbirth services, a shortage of midwives, the rise in Caesarean sections, and the quality of care within maternity units, this Witness Seminar, ‘Maternal Care’, held at the Wellcome Institute for the History of Medicine on 6 June 2000 was also very timely. ‘The Demise of Natural Childbirth’ robbed Lord Archer of his headline position in the Daily Mail of 13 June 2001, while a few weeks later The Sunday Times Magazine (15 July 2001) published its ‘Good Birth Guide’, investigating hospital-by-hospital standards of care, the rate of elective and emergency Caesarean, induced and instrumental deliveries. History can and does speak to policy, and this Witness Seminar showed just how quickly ideas and practice could change in the delivery of maternal care; the abruptness of the downward descent of the curve showing home deliveries post-Peel is stout evidence of this (Figure 5a). But other changes, including the decline in GP attendance at births, was much steadier, more complex and varied across the country, and was explained by the desire for regular working hours, concerns about tackling technological
procedures, and the fortunes and working relationships of local GP units and groups of community midwives.

The ‘big three’ issues which have dominated maternity care during the twentieth century were very much in evidence at the seminar: the increase in hospital births; the changed and, in many respects, declining fortunes of midwives; and the stepped-up use of new medical technologies were all addressed. But these were overlaid with other issues concerning the delivery of care and produced a much more refined picture. The discussion opened with the topic of maternal deaths, an issue that was to haunt obstetricians and midwives until rates began to tumble in the late 1930s (see Figure 1). Yet, as the participants reveal, infection was still causing maternal deaths well into the second half of the century in this country and puerperal sepsis remains a deadly problem in many parts of Africa. Different views of what constitutes ‘normal’ are also expressed in the following pages; and as one participant put it in what other field of human endeavour would one-third of cases be described as ‘abnormal’ (Dr Jean Donnison, p. 51). Perceptions of normality change over time and nowhere was this more evident than in the evidence presented about what constituted a normal labour: 40 years ago 36 hours of labour was seen as normal, in recent years labour beyond eight hours is considered overlong. Midwives in the 1970s were taught that induction of labour was normal because 50 per cent of women were being induced (Mrs Caroline Flint, p. 46). The 1970s were described as a period of great disillusionment for midwives, a time of being side-lined, and midwives practising at the time describe themselves as feeling ‘invisible’ as both a professional group and individuals. Yet, midwives were never without their firm supporters, and the view is also put forward that the circle has turned once again, with midwives aiming to provide care of normal cases of pregnancy and birth. The ‘decline’ of the midwife profession has been a major issue during the second half of the century, and not just in Britain. But, again, the discussion in the following pages shows just how varied the views, experiences and interactions of midwives, GPs and obstetricians were during the twentieth century; in no way can this be seen as a simple division on lines of gender or professional grouping. I was particularly intrigued to hear the voice of the GP, who has often been sidelined in discussions on changing childbirth practices, and who was so well represented at the seminar.

Reading a text is very different from having ‘been there’ and I have missed the nuances of being a witness to this seminar. The transcript, however, provides a source of riches for the historian, midwifery practitioners and for policy makers, who face the ongoing challenge of providing maternity care that is safe, well organized, and which offers choice to those who work in the health service and to women and their families. The discussion also shows, however, that something that should be so simple and straightforward isn’t. Even leaving aside cost considerations and the broader problems racking the NHS, different practitioners have and will continue to have very different ideas about what constitutes good care and practice, particularly as medical students and, to a certain extent, midwives are trained in hospital environments on the
pathology of parturition (Professor Peter Dunn, p. 50). Despite the very different views expressed during the meeting, all those speaking at the seminar showed that what everyone, ultimately, is aiming for is quality of maternity care, and these voices, particularly in recent decades, have been added to by rise of the vocal, informed and, rightly demanding consumer of midwifery care.

Perhaps more than anything else the Witness Seminar revealed the importance of the influence of experience, training and circumstance on the delivery of care. ‘Maternal Care’ was quite narrowly bounded in the discussion, dealing mainly with the delivery of care to mothers immediately before, during and after delivery, as one participant pointed out leaving out pre- and postpregnancy care, counselling, and family planning (Professor Charles Whitfield, p. 40). The actual process of labour also received less discussion than might have been expected, ‘user groups’ were not represented at the seminar, although many of the participants had had first-hand experience of maternity care, and many professed to speak on behalf of consumers. The issue of litigation received only the briefest of mentions, antenatal testing, teenage pregnancies, health education, and the status and rights of the fetus as compared with the mother were not discussed at all. Yet the sharp focus on the themes of maternal deaths, levels of intervention, induction, pain relief and GP practice, produced a richness of evidence, backed up by personal reminiscence.

The resulting transcript will be of immense interest to practitioners and historians. It is a captivating read, and its focus on the second half of the twentieth century is of particular value to historians who struggle to find literature on the post-Second World War period. To my great regret I was unable to attend the seminar, but I have learnt much from reading the resulting transcript. I found it interesting on several levels: not least to discover the issues that were actually highlighted during the seminar as being most worthy of discussion, to learn how many of the leading figures in maternity care learnt and practised their procedures, and perhaps, above all, how they reflected back on the way they had worked over the decades. The organizers, Dr Irvine Loudon and Dr Daphne Christie, are to be warmly congratulated for putting such a good idea into such good effect, the Wellcome Trust in London for hosting the event, and Professor James Drife on his expert chairmanship and timely interventions. All the participants – midwives, obstetricians and gynaecologists, GPs and statisticians, including many of the most active and influential figures of the second half of the twentieth century – should be thanked for sharing their experiences and views.

Hilary Marland
University of Warwick
WITNESS SEMINARS: MEETINGS AND PUBLICATIONS

In 1990 the Wellcome Trust created a History of Twentieth Century Medicine Group, as part of the Academic Unit of the Wellcome Institute for the History of Medicine, to bring together clinicians, scientists, historians and others interested in contemporary medical history. Among a number of other initiatives the format of Witness Seminars, used by the Institute of Contemporary British History to address issues of recent political history, was adopted, to promote interaction between these different groups, to emphasize the potential of working jointly, and to encourage the creation and deposit of archival sources for present and future use. In June 1999 the Governors of the Wellcome Trust decided that it would be appropriate for the Academic Unit to enjoy a more formal academic affiliation and turned the Unit into the Wellcome Trust Centre for the History of Medicine at University College London from 1 October 2000. The Wellcome Trust continues to fund the Witness Seminar programme via its support for the Centre.

The Witness Seminar is a particularly specialized form of oral history where several people associated with a particular set of circumstances or events are invited to meet together to discuss, debate, and agree or disagree about their memories. To date, the History of Twentieth Century Medicine Group has held over 25 such meetings, most of which have been published, as listed in the table on page vi.

Subjects for such meetings are usually proposed by, or through, members of the Programme Committee of the Group, and once an appropriate topic has been agreed, suitable participants are identified and invited. These inevitably lead to further contacts, and more suggestions of people to invite. As the organization of the meeting progresses, a flexible outline plan for the meeting is devised, usually with assistance from the meeting’s chairman, and some participants are invited to ‘set the ball rolling’ on particular themes, by speaking for a short period of time to initiate and stimulate further discussion.

Each meeting is fully recorded, the tapes are transcribed and the unedited transcript is immediately sent to every participant. Each is asked to check their own contributions and to provide brief biographical details. The editors turn the transcript into readable text, and participants’ minor corrections and comments are incorporated into that text, while biographical and bibliographical details are added as footnotes, as are more substantial comments and additional material provided by participants. The final scripts are then sent to every contributor, accompanied by forms assigning copyright to the Wellcome Trust. Copies of all additional

---

1 The following text also appears in the ‘Introduction’ to recent volumes of Wellcome Witnesses to Twentieth Century Medicine published by the Wellcome Trust and the Wellcome Trust Centre for the History of Medicine at University College London.

2 For Sir Iain Chalmers: The Crown authorizes the Wellcome Trust to publish his work and to report or reproduce it in any form or media, including offprints, provided that it is understood that the Wellcome Trust’s right to do so is nonexclusive.
correspondence received during the editorial process are deposited with the records of each meeting in Archives and Manuscripts, Wellcome Library, London.

As with all our meetings, we hope that even if the precise details of some of the technical sections are not clear to the nonspecialist, the sense and significance of the events are understandable. Our aim is for the volumes that emerge from these meetings to inform those with a general interest in the history of modern medicine and medical science; to provide historians with new insights, fresh material for study, and further themes for research; and to emphasize to the participants that events of the recent past, of their own working lives, are of proper and necessary concern to historians.

Members of the Programme Committee of the History of Twentieth Century Medicine Group

The Group’s activities are overseen by the Programme Committee, which includes professional historians of medicine, practising scientists and clinicians. The Programme Committee during 2000–01 comprised:
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* Now Sir Iain Chalmers
Dr Tilli Tansey: The Wellcome Trust History of Twentieth Century Medicine Group was established by the Wellcome Trust in 1990 to promote interaction between scientists, clinicians and historians and others with an interest in the recent history of medicine and medical science. This Group has devised a number of mechanisms to try to promote that interaction, one of which is this series of Witness Seminars, where we invite people who have been involved in particular events or discoveries or who have seen a lot of changes during their working lives in practice, to get together to discuss, to debate, and to share with us their reminiscences and views of how things were, and how things have changed.

Today we have a meeting on maternal care, a topic suggested by Dr Irvine Loudon, and he and my colleague, Dr Daphne Christie, have worked very hard putting this meeting together. Irvine will give a brief historical introduction to the subject in a few minutes’ time. A key part in these meetings is identifying a suitable Chairman, and we are delighted that Professor James Drife has travelled down from Leeds to chair this meeting, and so without further ado, I will hand over to the Chairman.

Professor James Drife: Thank you very much, Tilli. I don’t want to occupy any more time than I need to with my introductory remarks. I think Chairmen ideally should be seen and not heard, but I do want to say thanks very much for the privilege of being asked to come along and to act as Chairman to so many distinguished and, in many cases, senior figures. This is, as you can imagine, quite a daunting challenge, so I will look for your help and cooperation in not requiring me either to ginger up the discussion too much, or to ask people to keep their remarks to a reasonably brief level, so that everyone gets a chance to speak. The idea is, as you have heard, that this will form the basis of a publication, which will also be archived for future generations of historians to look back and find out how it was from our discussion, so the presentations are brief in order to stimulate discussion among yourselves. So without any further ado, I will ask Irvine, who is I think well known to all of us and whose idea the meeting was, to give us a brief historical introduction.

Dr Irvine Loudon: Thank you very much. I want you to have a look at this graph (Figure 1), and see this extraordinary feature of maternal mortality that all too few...
Figure 1: Maternal mortality, England and Wales, 1847–1998.

Source: ONS, Mortality Statistics, Series DH1 and Birth Counts. Graph by Alison Macfarlane.

ICD: International Classification of Diseases
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people know about. That it remained with lots of spikes on a high plateau until 1937, which means that for those of us who were born before that date, the risk of our mothers dying when we were born was as high as it was when Queen Victoria came to the throne, and it hadn’t gone down substantially in between. In fact, it rose between 1900 and 1937. What is more, if you were born into the Registrar General’s social class 1, that is a professional, your risk of dying was significantly higher than if you were born into Registrar General’s group 5, like a labourer. And then it came down like Niagara Falls, and you will hear more about that from Professor Chamberlain. I simply want to show this extraordinary graph because this was the background in the minds of obstetricians in the 1930s and 1940s. They knew of this awful business. Obstetrics was dominated by maternal mortality, and they never believed in the 1930s that it could fall below a level of one per 1000 births, and yet it came down and down and down, as you can see.

Drife: It’s not very often that a brief introduction turns out to be a brief introduction. So thank you very much for that. We will have further contributions after Professor Chamberlain’s introduction.

Professor Geoffrey Chamberlain: I am very honoured to be here with the father and mother of maternal mortality data collection, Dr Loudon and Professor Drife. Dr Loudon’s book, Death in Childbirth, is absolutely first rate and is something that we have all referred to in our time. James is the Clinical Director of the Confidential Enquiry into Maternal Deaths in the UK, which in this country is a useful audit. Now, you may wonder why are we talking about maternal death in a meeting like this. There are surely much more important subjects to talk about, but maternal deaths are still there, 80 a year. I think the real reason that we should pay attention to them, is that in the world 600 000 women die every year of maternal causes. This meeting has been going now for nine minutes, nine women have died in that time in the world, one a minute. This will be going all the way through this meeting, remember that. And we in this country are lucky enough to have a system whereby we can look at

---

5 See, for example, op. cit. note 29.

6 Professor Geoffrey Chamberlain FRCS FRCOG HonFACOG HonFFFP (b. 1930) qualified from University College London and worked at the Royal Postgraduate Medical School, Great Ormond Street Hospital for Sick Children, and King’s College Hospital, London (1963–1970). He performed fetal and placental research there and as a Fulbright Fellow in Washington DC, USA. He was deeply involved with the National Birthday Trust being Director of four national surveys of British obstetrics, the last being Home Births, 1994 (op. cit. note 205). He was a Consultant at Queen Charlotte’s and Chelsea Hospitals (1970–1982) and Professor at St George’s Hospital, London (1982–1995); during this time he was President of the Royal College of Obstetricians and Gynaecologists and Editor of the British Journal of Obstetrics and Gynaecology. He is now retired and is a Lecturer in the History of Medicine.


things in detail. People talk about death being the tip of the iceberg in maternal pathology but it is the same ice that goes through the whole berg. If you can examine the tip properly, you will then be doing good to the women who do not die, but have various degrees of pathology. So it is an ideal chance to look at the subject. Remember that at the time of death the examination of events is better than other times for autopsies and other medical audit enquiries that go on.

To go back to Dr Loudon’s talk. He mentioned the upper social classes doing badly. Six queens of England died in childbirth, out of 46 queens for whom data are available for examination. That is higher than any other maternal mortality rate you can think of. Taking over from where he left off on Figure 1, just before the peak of maternal death rates came down, we know we had sulphonamides from the continent in 1937. I had the pleasure of working as house surgeon to Fred Gibberd from Guy's and at Queen Charlotte’s Hospital. He used to tell me in the early 1960s, in his last working days, how he had been present in 1937 at the first time chemotherapy was used at Queen Charlotte’s Hospital – a maternal fevers hospital as it was then. A woman was dying and going out fast. This woman, in the evening, was given sulphonamide and Gibberd looked in on her at about three o’clock in the morning, some hours after the first dose. She was sitting up in bed, arguing with her attendants, asking them for a cup of tea and toast. He used to tell the story dramatically, and that was within my lifetime, not long ago.

Maternal deaths were a problem. As you see in Figure 1, they kept on along a plateau line there; while all the other causes of death were coming down from about 1890, these did not. Neville Chamberlain was Minister of Health (he was Minister of Health twice) and in 1930 he started the Enquiries into Maternal Deaths. They were not made public until 1951. He was a good Minister of Health, he started the hospital-building programme; he was not a very good Home Secretary, and most of us think he was not a very good Prime Minister either, but certainly at that time he was a very good Minister of Health.

The collection of data by the public health authorities was brought centrally into the Department of Health, and then in 1955, it was published, a terribly important event. If you have data, if you collect data, if you analyse it, you must get it out to the people, either in journals, or in some form of publication. For this, one must but commend the Ministry and then Departments of Health of this country. I am not
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9 See page 5.
10 op. cit. note 92.
11 George Frederick Gibberd CBE MS FRCS FRCOG (1902–1976) was Obstetric Surgeon to Guy’s Hospital and Queen Charlotte’s Hospital, London, and Gynaecological Surgeon to the Samaritan Hospital for Women, London. In 1928 he and Arnold Walker became the first two advisers in obstetrics to the Ministry of Health. They investigated the circumstances of 6000 maternal deaths for the Departmental Committee on Mortality and Morbidity that was set up by Mr Neville Chamberlain. In 1938 he succeeded Sir William Fletcher as Honorary Secretary of the Royal College of Obstetricians and Gynaecologists, and remained in this office until 1947. He was a member of the Cranbrook Committee on Maternity Services. See T L T L. (1976) G F Gibberd. British Medical Journal ii: 821.
12 Professor Geoffrey Chamberlain wrote: ‘Triennial reports were produced containing digested data of virtually all maternal deaths; the latest covering 1994–1996 was published in 1998.’ Note on draft transcript, 17 June 2001.
going to go into details about how the enquiry works, but there are some problems, and one of the problems is the amount of time it takes. I think a lot of this time is at the stage between the death and the collection of data of death by the individuals who have looked after them, the midwives and doctors. Afterwards, there is the problem of getting them up to the regional assessors, and I would love to see some way whereby the Confidential Enquiry could hack that down. So at the moment the data is a little out of date, and we want it sooner. The second place where it is slowed up, is sitting on the Minister’s desk for too long after it has been produced, and it does not get out to us. I think we ought to speed things up, for it is a good system.

I helped the Saudi Arabian Government with a not dissimilar enquiry into maternal deaths. That is, of course, a country with all its secrecy and where people have to be buried very quickly before the next sunset. The Saudi Arabians got information from each imam who is responsible for looking after the body of the dead. What we did not get, of course, were those who died in hospital of nonobvious causes, like an ectopic pregnancy, because that would not be seen, unless operated on. But most of it was there and it was a very good way of getting data.

The Sisterhood method used in Africa is also pretty good, but not perfect. There are other methods, but let us return to our own method. I commend the way we are going now, excepting it’s too slow, and I recommend that we back it. It is telling us about what is happening in obstetrics. It also helps the women who do not die and therefore we should make sure it goes on.

Drife: Thank you very much, Bodger, for starting us off. I am interested in how the whole process began. I survived and my mother survived the process back in 1947, just before the confidential enquiries, as we know them, started.

Two things I wonder if people have comments on. One is the fact that if standing the test of time is an index of whether a process is good or not, the basic process of the maternal mortality enquiry, which was, I gather, intuitively thought of back in the late 1940s, has remained pretty similar and indeed is spreading itself to other countries. So I would be interested to hear if people have reminiscences of about how they got it right at the time it started.

The other thing that always impresses me about maternal mortality is how short the folk memory is. It was, I imagine, a piece of normal gossip and normal conversation back in the late 1930s that so-and-so knew someone who had died in childbirth. Nowadays, if you talk about somebody dying in childbirth, people think you are a

---

13 A pregnancy arising from implantation of the fertilized ovum outside the cavity of the uterus, usually in one of the fallopian tubes. Bleeding in early pregnancy may occur and endanger the life of the mother.


15 Professor Geoffrey Chamberlain’s nickname ‘Bodger’ was acquired at school and related to his style of playing rugby football.
novelist and it seems to have evaporated from the collective consciousness. So over to you, I am interested to hear what your comments on any matters relating to this remarkable fall in maternal mortality might be.

**Dr Jean Donnison**: It has been touched on already, but the biggest fall was the fall in puerperal fever which was the principal cause of all maternal death as far back as you trace it; so the advent of sulphonamides from Germany, followed by antibiotics, was the chief single cause of this fall. Better obstetric care, better asepsis and antisepsis were also very important, but without the antibiotics we would still, I think, have a higher maternal mortality rate than we do have.

As for why the rich did worse, as certainly they did, that is because they did not have the careful attendance that was given by local authority midwives in impoverished West Ham, for example, where the rate was half the national rate. And always it was said throughout history, from Soranus onwards, that the rich did worse than the poor. There you have it. As Harvey said, it was the result of too much ‘officious’ attention their attendants felt bound to give.

**Drife**: Even outside West Ham the rich did worse than the poor, so I am interested in that.

**Professor Jean Robinson**: On this question of the rich doing worse than the poor. In the early days, the Confidential Enquiry into Maternal Deaths gave rates separately by social class, and I do recall that the maternal death rate in social class 1 was higher than the maternal death rate in social class 2 and almost as it is in social class 3. Now, of course, numbers have come down, it’s difficult to get the data, but I know that we no longer have maternal death rates by social class.

Could I also comment on your asking about ‘how they got it right’. From the consumer point of view, they have not yet got it right, because the confidential enquiries are based on data from professionals and what is in the case notes, and that may or may not be accurate or comprehensive. One of the things that we have done when we have dealt with maternal deaths, is to encourage the family to write their own

---


17 Infection of the uterus just before, during or just after delivery, which can lead both to local sepsis in the genital tract and septicaemia. While deaths from puerperal sepsis do still occasionally occur, they are very rare. It was later known as puerperal sepsis.


20 Professor Jean Robinson was Chair of the Patients Association from 1973 to 1975 and has been Honorary Research Officer, Association for Improvements in the Maternity Services since 1989 and Visiting Professor, School of Health Sciences, University of Ulster, since 1997.
account of what happened, and often, I may say, this is extremely relevant in identifying causes, which otherwise might be missed. They feel greatly comforted by feeling that they are making a contribution and the same goes for perinatal mortality, where, of course, the mother who gave birth is usually still alive.

Mr Elliot Philipp: I think one of the reasons why social class 1 did so badly was because the doctors took over and applied the forceps wrongly and prematurely before full dilatation. I think that the doctors, the GPs and the gynaecologists, were partly responsible for the very bad mortality in social class 1.

Loudon: I am sure that is right.

Mrs Wendy Savage: I thought there was some evidence that the streptococcus was less virulent in the 1930s and it coincided with the introduction of M&B, but even without M&B there might have been a fall. Also I believe that Semmelweis reduced maternal mortality from puerperal sepsis to virtually nil, by antisepsis and using carbolic acid to scrub your hands and wash the vulva. So I think it’s not just the M&B, although obviously that had a big contribution. I do think that today, when you look at the high rates of infection following Caesarean section despite the use of prophylactic antibiotics, and observe the way that people do vaginal examinations – having not made any attempt to clean – that we seem to have forgotten about the importance of cleaning before we incise the skin or do a vaginal examination.

Drife: Certainly I felt somewhat uncomfortable being told by my up-to-date registrars that there wasn’t any evidence that using antiseptic made a difference to the cleanliness of the examination. It didn’t somehow seem right to me. But let’s ask Bodger.

---

21 Mr Elliot Philipp MA FRCS FRCOG (b. 1915) graduated in 1939 in London. After six years in the Royal Air Force he trained in gynaecology at the Middlesex Hospital, University College Hospital, London, the Royal Free Hospital, London, and Addenbrooke’s Hospital, Cambridge. His main professional interest has been in pain relief in obstetrics and gynaecology. He has been closely associated with the National Birthday Trust Fund and was Chairman of its Scientific Advisory Committee from 1980. Among his publications are several postgraduate textbooks with Dame Josephine Barnes, one undergraduate textbook and many books for the lay public. See, for example, Philipp E, Barnes J, Newton M. (1986) Scientific Foundations of Obstetrics and Gynaecology. London: Heinemann Medical.

22 Mrs Wendy Savage HonDSc FRCOG (b. 1935) was Senior Lecturer in Obstetrics and Gynaecology, St Bartholomew’s and the Royal London School of Medicine and Dentistry, Queen Mary and Westfield College (formerly London Hospital Medical College), University of London, from 1977 to 2000. She has an honorary chair at Middlesex University in the Department of Social Science.

23 Dr Irvine Loudon wrote: ‘May and Baker (M&B) produced the very successful sulphonamide known as M&B 693. This became known everywhere just as “M&B”.’ Letter to Dr Daphne Christie, 18 June 2001.

24 Ignaz Philipp Semmelweis (1818–1865) successfully reduced maternal mortality due to puerperal sepsis. In 1847 he introduced a handwashing routine to be used before examining postnatal patients using liquid chlorate, later substituted with chlorinated lime. See Sinclair W J. (1909) Semmelweis, his Life and his Doctrine. Manchester: Manchester University Press.

Chamberlain: Wendy is quite right; the streptococcus had a 35-year cycle, but we are out of that by a long way now, so we should be back on the rise of infection if it was just that. There was also the formation of both the College of Obstetricians and the College of Midwives, the training and regulation of both these professionals and, of course, blood transfusion.

Drife: It’s rather salutary as one goes through the data for the current maternal mortality reports – of course they are edited for publication – but maternal death has still no respect for social class. Interestingly, in the original 1957 report the social classes, were ‘well to do’, ‘comfortable’, ‘poor’ and ‘destitute’, which looks different from how we grade them nowadays. And, of course, there has been a bit of an upturn in sepsis, which went down into single figures, and that has come back up again.

Ms Alison Macfarlane: Those who have had the opportunity to read Irvine’s book will know that the arguments about sepsis have a very long history, which I won’t repeat here. One of the things I would just like to point out, is that the Registrar General’s Report for 1930–1932 which shows the social class gradient in maternal mortality per birth is much higher in social classes 1 and 2, than among women whose husbands were in the manual classes. It has another analysis which examines it according to numbers of women in the population and that does not show the same gradient, because women at the lower end of the scale were having more pregnancies. Therefore, their risks were raised by having more pregnancies and that counteracted the benefits of avoiding the birth attendants that the better-off women paid. I think at that time there were also differences in access to contraception. Looking from a worldwide point of view, I think we need to look at access to contraception as well as access to the right sort of birth attendant, when we are considering the 600,000 women that Bodger has reminded us of.

Dr Iain Chalmers: Irvine will be too coy to draw attention to his most recent book, *The Tragedy of Childbed Fever*, which was published earlier this year. Some of the

---
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things that Wendy was saying are not supported by the evidence presented in that. It’s an absolutely superb book – we would expect no less from Irvine. And what is the price, Irvine? It’s a good buy anyway!

**Loudon:** And you are not on commission, Iain, are you?

**Mrs Caroline Flint:** I wanted to take issue with Bodger. He was talking about the rise of the Royal College of Obstetricians and Gynaecologists and the rise of the Royal College of Midwives. The Royal College of Obstetricians and Gynaecologists is a very new organization, but the Royal College of Midwives has been hanging around since 1881.

**Drife:** What I remember years ago (this is what I am supposed to say from time to time), I had heard about death from sepsis, in fact septic abortion rather than puerperal fever, and I remember someone who had had a miscarriage, in the Eastern General in Edinburgh. I didn’t exactly stay up all night with her, but I remember that her temperature flicked up a little and I thought, ‘I’ve heard about this “septic abortion”’ and I became very alarmed and despondent. Of course everything was fine. The point of the story is that nothing really happened. I just said that to emphasize the fact that for people of my vintage the stories about puerperal sepsis are from a previous era. I wonder if there are any reminiscences that people do have about what this was like?

**Mr Roger Peel:** In my recent experience in the 1970s, infection was still causing maternal death. There is one woman in particular I can think of, a woman whose labour was induced surgically, who within four hours had died of septic shock, which might not be the classic puerperal sepsis, but nevertheless is a maternal mortality from an underlying infection.

**Drife:** It’s absolutely terrifying when it goes quickly like that.

**Professor Allan Maclean:** Again, my experience is not as long as that of others in the room, but I come from New Zealand, and that probably gives me a 35-year time lag.

---
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And the question I would like to ask, because when I started as a medical student in the 1960s, midwives were not allowed to perform vaginal examination, the patient was rolled into a left lateral position and examined by a rectal examination. I remember at that time among New Zealand obstetricians and midwives, there was a long debate as to the safety of rectal versus vaginal examination in assessing progress for labours that went on for several days. I suspect there are people present in the room who would be able to enlighten us as to why these practices developed and why they changed in the 1960s.

**Savage:** I had the pleasure of working in New Zealand and I wouldn’t quite concur with Allan about it being 35 years out of date. In some ways it was ahead of us, but I was taught as a medical student to examine rectally, because it was thought that this would reduce the risk of infection. It was just at that point when we were changing from rectal to vaginal examination. In this country I have not seen many cases of puerperal sepsis, but in Africa, of course, I saw hundreds of women die unnecessarily from puerperal sepsis. The woman that I remember most as a medical student, in fact, died from renal failure after a self-induced abortion, and in 1958 when I did my obstetrics as a student, there was no renal dialysis. That has also made a great deal of difference to the numbers of deaths from puerperal sepsis. That was one of the causes of death that has been prevented by technical assistance.

**Drife:** But the impression that I have got from watching my teachers, both obstetricians and midwives, is that these cases, watching somebody die, have a huge impact on the carer and therefore, you know, it changes practice. One of the things that obstetricians have been, probably rightly, criticized for over the years is doing things to large numbers of people as a matter of routine. I would be interested in people’s thoughts as to whether the fact of going through an experience of seeing a maternal death or a death from haemorrhage – what kind of impact does it have on your subsequent practice?

**Dr Ian Tait:** Before we move on, just a little story about rectal examination. I trained at Bart’s and we did our obstetrics on the district. I remember doing what I was told and doing a rectal examination and the patient turned to the midwife and said, ‘Tell the young doctor he’s in the wrong hole’.

**Dame Margaret Wheeler:** Just before we go on, I trained, and am probably one of the oldest midwives in the room, in the early 1950s and certainly was taught to do vaginal [examinations] right from the beginning.

---
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Chamberlain: It is false physiopathology to consider a rectal examination as safer than a vaginal one, from the bacteriological point of view. You are going into an area swarming with *E. coli* and *Streptococcus faecalis*; you are, in fact, massaging it into the mucosa of the rectum, as you do your PR [*per rectum*, rectal examination] against the fetal head. In fact, you are pushing bacteria into the body. In the 1950s data were published of quarter-hourly blood samples taken from people having PRs and showed *E. coli* and streptococci going into the blood soon after the examination. It is not safer.

Drife: I was going to ask for the evidence and you have provided it, so fine.

Flint: I trained in 1964, did my Part I midwifery in 1964, and unlike Margaret Wheeler I learnt to do rectal examinations. I had my first baby in 1965 and was very, very relieved when the midwife came and said, ‘Oh, I don’t do examinations, you should be able to look at the woman and see how far on she is in labour.’

Drife: Was there a geographical difference? I mean in different parts of the country, in terms of rectal versus vaginal.

Miss Friedericke Eben: One of the more recent problems is, of course, group B Strep., which is carried by most women in the rectum, so I can’t believe that rectal examinations could ever be the right thing. Strep. B has been around since the 1970s, and in the population in America it is as high as 20 per cent. I think it is fast approaching that in England or even a higher percentage, and, of course, this is a cause of concern in the puerperium, although it doesn’t cause deaths, it certainly causes infection to the mother and baby.

Dr Peter Hunter: The question of how doctors reacted at the time to deaths from puerperal sepsis before the introduction of sulphonamides has been raised. One day in 1932, my father, Dr Donald Hunter, was returning home after seeing a woman with puerperal sepsis at her house. He had had a fair amount of exposure to obstetrics, as he had been a senior resident accoucheur at the London Hospital. When he arrived home he realized that my mother, who was in her third pregnancy, was going into a precipitate delivery. He had no alternative but to deliver the baby. He told me, ‘I never washed my hands so carefully in the whole of my life’.

---
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Dame Lorna Muirhead: I think we have to view what Caroline [Flint] has said in the context of the medicalization of childbirth in the 1970s. Once women went into hospital and booked under obstetricians, the midwifery profession started to decline. It was very easy with hindsight to see that. My generation of midwives has to bear the responsibility for it but at the time we were just too busy getting on with our job to notice the erosion of our role.

The radical midwives saw it happening and they are to be congratulated for that. Today the wheel is almost going full circle. The sort of midwifery which we want to provide for today is the sort of midwifery we had pre-Peel, when midwives were acknowledged as the practitioners of normal childbirth and looked after the majority of women whose childbirth was normal. Today we want that role back but we also acknowledge that in the care of women whose pregnancies are complicated we should become members of a multidisciplinary team.

So, I think we have to give credit to the radical midwives for highlighting for us the professional round we lost during the 1970s and 1980s, and for spearheading our recoveries. Some have seen our insistence on taking back our rightful role as being aggressive. We have even been called ‘Rottweilers’ by some, but if your profession has been denuded and you want to get it back you have to make a fuss. We have made great strides in taking back the care of normal pregnant women to ourselves but we still have a long way to go.

Peel: I know Wendy [Savage] won’t mind me saying that whilst renal dialysis may not have been available, was it in London or Africa in 1968? [Savage: In London, in the Newham General Hospital.] It was most certainly saving lives in Leeds from about 1957 or 1956 onwards. Nearly all the early renal dialysis cases were of obstetric origin.

Drife: I think the original Leeds machine is in the Thackery Medical Museum in Leeds. There’s a bit of a plug for Yorkshire there.

Mr Richard Porter: I am very struck by the comparisons of maternal mortality rates

---
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between countries. For example, a ratio of 75:1 maternal mortality rate from abortions, 20:1 for infection, and interestingly enough, only 10:1 for haemorrhage.

**Drife:** Are those ratios?

**Porter:** Ratios in cause-specific maternal mortality between, as an example, Russia and the UK in the early 1990s. These are the areas where a country like this is grossly out of line with us in the UK even now, and I think it is particularly interesting to see this difference in a country that is, as you might say, an industrialized nation as opposed to a developing nation. (They are very good at collecting their figures, even if they don’t necessarily learn the lessons.) One of the points that I want to make is that I am sure that haemorrhage, and its control, must have had something to do with changes in maternal mortality.

**Drife:** I was going to ask about other causes, because as you rightly say we have talked for some time about sepsis, and touching on that, the conflict or the dichotomy or whatever, disagreement – I don’t know if it has been resolved – between the idea of is it social conditions that have changed, or is it specific innovations, such as M&B, such as blood transfusion, or whatever? There does seem to be a disagreement between authorities on the relative importance of this matter.

**Dr Sheila Duncan:** I think that, retrospectively, we oversimplify. If you go back to Figure 1, in the late 1930s, there was certainly this great drop in puerperal infections. An important cause was that due to the group A beta haemolytic streptococcus in a woman who might have had a straightforward delivery, possibly with some vaginal examinations, and who was well afterwards, but took ill two or three days later and died. There is no question whatsoever, that whether it was M&B or whether it was a change in the virulence of the streptococcus, that disappeared, the well woman who died of infection had certainly disappeared by the 1950s and 1960s. But there is an enormous gap between the peaks of the total deaths and those due to infection, indicating other causes.

There are problems of diagnosis and misclassification in the more complicated cases and that gap between the total and those due to infection has narrowed very dramatically. The difference between puerperal infections of all types and the total includes a variety of causes, for example haemorrhage, vaginal tears and renal failure. Surely haemorrhage has been one of the bigger groups and one of the biggest changes was ergometrine and oxytocic drugs, by speeding up labour and reducing long labours. Many of the women who died of infection, not necessarily streptococcal group A, were women who had had a traumatic delivery, vaginal trauma, a lot of vaginal examinations, haemorrhage, and

---
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improvement in these things was very slow and gradual. There was also blood
transfusion. It was in the mid-1930s that ergometrine began to be used and later still, in
the late 1940s, that oxytocin was used to assist labour. I think that these were dramatic
events too that changed obstetrics in the 1940s and 1950s.

Drife: Was it as long ago as that or was it more recently? I can’t remember the
timescale there of ergometrine and oxytocin.

Chamberlain: I think one of the first published trials of prophylactic ergometrine was
in 1953, but as you [Sheila] said, it was used at least ten years before that.

Duncan: Yes, Chassar Moir did his studies in the early 1930s, and in the mid-1930s it
began to be used. I think maybe a trial of prophylactic use came later, but ergometrine
was used in haemorrhage from the late 1930s onwards. It was later that oxytocin was
used to stimulate labour and to help labour. It was still a new thing in the late 1950s.
We set up a drip to do this and required a doctor to sit with the patient and observe
the effect. Posterior pituitary extract had been used long before that. My mother was
given posterior pituitary extract and I zoomed out, probably with a headache. There
was potential damage with that. Posterior pituitary extract was very, very nonspecific.

Chalmers: There are data that bear on the issue of whether it is social condition or
obstetric care that is important in these circumstances. Irvine will correct me if I am
wrong, but his research suggests that obstetric care is profoundly important. A very
interesting study was reported in the 1980s by Kaunitz and his colleagues in the
American Journal of Obstetrics and Gynecology. They looked at the mortality
experience of mothers and their babies in a community called the Faith Assembly in
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Indiana. This is an Anabaptist group that rejects all professional care during pregnancy and labour, both midwifery care and obstetric care. The researchers analysed the vital statistics of this community using registration data, and compared them with the rates for all the other residents of Indiana. What is particularly interesting is that members of the Faith Assembly are quite wealthy farmers, not socially or economically deprived at all. The point estimate of the higher maternal mortality risk was 90-fold, and the confidence interval ranged from a 19-fold to a 280-fold increased risk of maternal death. The increased risk was next biggest for stillbirth, and least for neonatal death. These data do address, in some sense, the question about the relative importance of obstetric care and social circumstances.

**Drife:** And presumably they rejected both obstetric and midwifery care, it was just all forms of care?

**Chalmers:** All professional care was rejected.

**Drife:** I remember coming into the hospital where I worked as a registrar on a Monday morning. One of the odd things was that I came in a door about 200 yards away from the maternity unit and they had had a disaster [a maternal death] and I could sense something wrong 200 yards away, thinking something is not right. I don’t know what it was, a silence or a change in the atmosphere, it was quite spectacular.

**Dr Ann Dally:** I do agree with you about remembering every detail of maternal death. When I was in gynaecology in Balham, I looked after a woman who took six weeks to die from an infected abortion, an illegal abortion. I remember every detail about her life, I remember every conversation I had with her, and the whole thing was very, very vivid.

The only other experience I have ever had of maternal death was when I myself was admitted in labour to have my baby, they had just had a maternal death on the labour ward, and that had a funny effect on me too. It has a specific effect on other patients.

**Drife:** How did you feel? I know that’s a sort of television interviewer kind of question, but how did it feel?

**Dally:** I was very professional and asked what was the diagnosis. It turned out that she had some bleeding disease, and they hadn’t diagnosed it. I then went on and had the baby and was all right, but I do remember it very vividly.

**Savage:** In that paper weren’t the causes of death, one appendicitis and the rest were postpartum haemorrhage? So it was quite interesting that they weren’t dying of
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pre-eclampsia,\(^5\) they were dying of haemorrhage and then I think because they didn’t believe in doctors at all, there was certainly one death from appendicitis.

This question about social class and maternal mortality. I agree that it is to do with obstetric care and midwifery care. When I went to Nigeria, I looked at the delivery book, there were 69 deaths in 1200 deliveries the previous year and most of these were said to be due to ‘obstetric shock’. When I asked the midwives what was this obstetric shock, because I hadn’t learnt about that when I was at medical school, she said, ‘They didn’t have any blood and they bled to death’. And so we set up a blood bank, and in the first six months we had five deaths, in the next six months we had three deaths, and then we had the Biafran war, so I taught the military how to run a blood bank and then I was evacuated. But these were on the whole poor women and we spent hours boiling up the urine, in test tubes, looking for pre-eclampsia with these huge antenatal clinics of 100 women at a time. And on the whole we were able, if they came to the antenatal clinic, to get them and induce them with the methods we had in those days, and get them delivered, but what killed them was haemorrhage and ruptured uterus. And one of the reasons they died of ruptured uterus is that the obstetricians wouldn’t operate on them, which was a shocking indictment of our profession.

Drife: Because?

Savage: I discovered that my two consultant colleagues didn’t operate unless people paid them a bribe and so if you didn’t have the £35 – and this was when the per capita income in Nigeria was about £10 a year – they wouldn’t do it.

Robinson: Can I draw attention to something that only recently, and after great consumer pressure, is getting adequate consideration, and is not adequately recorded for historical statistics, and that is suicide. As we know from the latest confidential enquiry, we finally got a chapter on it, it is of substantial importance, but still under-recorded because the figures only go up to a year after delivery. Dealing with suicidal women is the bread and butter of our consumer group work, particularly those who have had postpartum, post-traumatic stress disorder, and we now know from our work day to day that these women are very high suicide risks. So we really don’t know how much that was the cause of death in earlier days and how much it is the cause of death now. We don’t know because obstetricians have been quite rightly interested in haemorrhaging, sepsis and so on. I would like to say that we are extremely grateful to those officials in the Department of Health who listen to us.

Drife: Thank you. It certainly makes distressing reading to read about these suicide cases, very, very sad cases.

\(^5\) A common, dangerous complication of pregnancy characterized by raised blood pressure, oedema (retention of fluid) and albumin in the urine. It usually occurs in late pregnancy and if untreated it can progress to eclampsia with epileptic fits.
Miss Mary Anderson: You looked as if you were in danger of moving on, so I may just ask one thing of the last speaker. When she first spoke, I think, if I didn’t misunderstand her, she was suggesting that there could be a useful input from the public itself, as it were, to the maternal mortality report. Now I don’t quite understand, as someone who sat on three of the tribunal reports, how it will be helpful to take evidence from the patient herself, the mother herself. You couldn’t take evidence from her, but from her family.

Drife: Could I just say, and maybe Beverly [Beech] could express it better than I could? I know that when I am doing reports on events in other contexts, other than the confidential enquiry, that somehow the verbatim transcript of what a nonprofessional has said, can give you illuminating details about the sequence of events, which don’t always come across from the way that data is processed by the carers, whoever they may be. I am being rather dampening on that bit, because I know that so many of the issues that we are talking about today are very much live issues, and issues that we may indeed want to see changed in the future, and I am conscious of the fact that we are talking about the past and I hope you are always using the past to learn from. But I understand Jean Robinson’s view, although I know as well, almost as well as you do, Mary, how difficult it is in terms of the confidentiality and anonymity and so on, but I would like to see some thought given to that.

Mrs Mary Cronk: Further anecdotal evidence. My name is Mary Cronk and I am a midwife. In preparation for coming here today, I found my first register, when I started practice. It dates from 1959 to 1969. I found three postpartum haemorrhages (PPH) within it, and this is from 1960 (Figure 2): ‘PPH during third stage approximately 55 ounces plus – remember there are 20 ounces to the pint – the GP summoned, two pints of blood given.’ Here is another one: ‘PPH, retained placenta, group O rhesus negative blood, two pints given on district, then transferred to West Middlesex Hospital, home from West Middlesex Hospital.’ And the interesting thing is that when I discharged these women at 21 days, I described their condition as good. In that ten years I found four PPHs, and blood was, I am reminded, commonly given on the district.

Drife: Where was it obtained?

Cronk: It would be obtained, in this case, from the West Middlesex Hospital, which held the blood bank nearest to the district in which I was practising, which was East Twickenham.
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56 Bleeding through the vagina of more than 500ml after the delivery of the baby.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date and hour of infant's birth</th>
<th>Birthweight</th>
<th>Sex of infant Alive or dead</th>
<th>Delivered by</th>
<th>Date of last visit or discharge</th>
<th>Condition of infant then. Breast fed, complemented or supplemented</th>
<th>Condition of mother then</th>
<th>Drugs given (including analgesics)</th>
<th>Date and time of administration</th>
<th>REMARKS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| 5:10 pm 14/11/60             | 6.8 lbs     | Boy Alive                  | InBrachk     | 1-12-60                        | Good BF 7.8                                     |                         | Lithium 100mg 1.30pm             |                                | 11. Baby in hypoviscous environ con
 |                              | 6.8 lbs     | Girl Alive                 | InBrachk     | 1-12-60                        | Good BF 6.8                                     |                         | Lithium 100mg 1.30pm             |                                | 11. Baby in hypoviscous environ con
 |                              | 5/11/60     | 5 1/2 lbs                  | InBrachk     | 1-12-60                        | Good BF 6.8                                     |                         | Lithium 100mg 1.30pm             |                                | 11. Baby in hypoviscous environ con
 |                              | 4.4         | Girl Alive                 | InBrachk     | 21-12-60                       | Good BF 4.4                                     |                         | Lithium 100mg 1.30pm             |                                | PPH. Retained placenta
 |                              | 4.6         | Boy Alive                  | InBrachk     | 13-1-60                        | Good BF 9 6/6                                     |                         | Lithium 100mg 1.30pm             |                                | PPH. Retained placenta
 |                              | 7.6         | Girl Alive                 | InBrachk     | 13-1-60                        | Good BF 9.6/6                                    |                         | Lithium 100mg 1.30pm             |                                | PPH. Retained placenta
 |                              | 5.6         | Girl Alive                 | InBrachk     | 13-1-60                        | Good BF 9.6/6                                    |                         | Lithium 100mg 1.30pm             |                                | PPH. Retained placenta

The register was provided by Mrs Mary Cronk.
Drife: And you would take the blood and crossmatch it?

Cronk: I would summon the GP and he would get the blood out by ambulance, or if I thought it urgent, I would get the blood out by ambulance to meet the GP.

Loudon: Just to comment on that last thing. I think I am right in saying that Sir George Godber,⁵⁶ the Chief Medical Officer of Health, who is still alive, was responsible for introducing a very strong recommendation that women who in a home delivery had a PPH, should not be moved until they had been transferred by the flying squad. He produced figures later to show that this was indeed effective.

Cronk: The other interesting thing that I am reminded of, looking through this register, was the amount of pethidine I was using, and the fact that every woman appeared to be given ergometrine 0.5 mg intramuscularly.

Mrs Rosemary Jenkins:⁵⁷ I was a midwife but now work for the Department of Health. We have talked about the effect of being involved with a maternal death. I was unfortunate to be present at one in the early 1970s. Things have changed and this death may or may not happen now as I was working in a satellite unit to the main unit and the woman was a patient there. Looking back one of the things I remember most were the very appropriate personal responses to her death – shock and sadness – but also the very inappropriate response of the service.

The woman had had a number of antecedent medical problems that were all well documented and in hindsight she should have been transferred to the main unit. The result was that many more women were then transferred to the main unit and decisions were made to deliver many more women in the distant unit than were necessary. It was quite irrational to change the entry criteria for the satellite unit on the basis of the one death and it did seem to me then and even now, that more harm was done by the service response than if they had ‘sat on’ any major change and thought about what went wrong with the individual case.

Drife: Yes. It’s certainly one of the conflicts that obstetricians are very much trained to go by the overall statistics, rather than the individual case, but policies are often driven by, as we know, individual cases.

---

⁵⁶ Sir George Godber KCB GCB DPH HonFRCS HonFRCGP HonFRSocMed FRCPsych FFCM (b. 1908) was Deputy Chief Medical Officer, Ministry of Health (1950–1960), Chief Medical Officer, Department of Health and Social Security, Department of Education and Science, and Home Office (1960–1973) and Chairman of the Health Education Council (1976–1978).

⁵⁷ Mrs Rosemary Jenkins (b. 1942) worked for nine years for the Royal College of Midwives (RCM) between 1985 and 1994, heading the Professional Affairs Department at the time she left. While at the RCM she worked on the development of the College’s professional policy, presenting this regularly to key figures such as government ministers and leading managers in the NHS. She was one of the two midwife advisers to the Select Committee during its enquiry into maternity services and has worked with WHO on projects to improve maternity care in the countries of central and eastern Europe.
Hunter: A question. Who started obstetric flying squads and where?\textsuperscript{59}

Duncan: Bellshill in Lanarkshire. Frank Stabler and Farquhar Murray in Newcastle are the ones that get the credit, but it was 1935 or so, I think.\textsuperscript{59}

Drife: Sheila’s statement has an air of credibility about it. Are there no Newcastle representatives here today?

Dr Edmund Hey:\textsuperscript{60} I was working as a paediatrician with Dr Neligan in Newcastle in 1968 when the service was still answering 20 calls a year. It was William Hunter and Frank Stabler who got it going in Newcastle. Good ideas often spring up simultaneously in more than one place.\textsuperscript{61}

Drife: Very statesman-like answer, thank you.

\textsuperscript{58} The origins of obstetric flying squads are described in a letter to Dr Peter Hunter from Dr Sheila Duncan, 14 June 2000. Copies of correspondence will be deposited with the records of this meeting in Archives and Manuscripts, Wellcome Library, London. See note 59.

\textsuperscript{59} Dr Sheila Duncan wrote: ‘The development of obstetric flying squads was in the 1930s and was initially patchy. The first report of a well-organized regional service was by Farquhar Murray in 1938 in an Address to the British Medical Association. [Farquhar Murray E. (1938) The obstetrical flying squad. \textit{British Medical Journal} ii: 654–656]. The service in Newcastle that he described had begun with one case in 1935 and had dealt with 46 by 1938. In his report, Murray refers to a service started in Bellshill (Lanarkshire) in 1931. In January 1939, W I C Morris gave a very detailed account to the Edinburgh Obstetrical Society of a service in Ayrshire started in 1937 [Morris W I C. (1939) The organisation and equipment of an emergency domiciliary obstetrical service. \textit{Transactions Edinburgh Medical Journal} 46: 77–103]. Morris did not claim originality and in the discussion at that meeting, Dr Charlotte Douglas (Scottish Department of Health) stated that, “Such a service was started five or six years ago in a small way in Bellshill”. Thereafter, the service slowly developed countrywide and reached its heyday in the 1950s and 1960s. In the build-up, the Newcastle upon Tyne service sustained what we would now call audit [Stabler F. (1947) The Newcastle-upon-Tyne obstetric emergency service. \textit{British Medical Journal} ii: 878–880] and served as a role model for others.’ Letter to Dr Daphne Christie, 2 January 2001.

\textsuperscript{60} Dr Edmund Hey FRCP (b. 1934) trained as a respiratory physiologist in Oxford and worked for the MRC with Kenneth Cross, Geoffrey Dawes and Elsie Widdowson for some years before moving to Newcastle to get a grounding in paediatrics in 1968 [see Christie D A, Tansey E M. (eds) (2001) Origins of neonatal intensive care in the UK. \textit{Wellcome Witnesses to Twentieth Century Medicine}, vol. 9. London: Wellcome Trust Centre for the History of Medicine at UCL, 5, 10 and 34]. He returned briefly to London in 1973 as a consultant to set up a respiratory intensive care service at Great Ormond Street Hospital, London, but returned to Newcastle in 1977 when the town’s first neonatologist, Dr Gerald Neligan, died of leukaemia. Epidemiology and the conduct of controlled clinical trials have been his main research interests in recent years.

\textsuperscript{61} Dr Sheila Duncan wrote: ‘I don’t think this is true, though it’s what was said. I think the added notes by myself and Edmund Hey, made later, make it clear that there was continuity in the thinking and an attributable continuous thread of implementation.’ Note on draft transcript, 3 July 2001. Dr Edmund Hey wrote: ‘The birth of the “Flying Squad” is well told by Derek Tacchi in chapter 6 of his recent short book, \textit{Childbirth in Newcastle upon Tyne, 1760–1990} (Whitley Bay: Bewick Press, 1994). He diplomatically described its development in a lecture given at the Western General Hospital, Edinburgh, in 1985 as an idea that had “a Scottish conception and an English delivery”. Farquhar Murray, then Lecturer in Midwifery in Newcastle, first raised the need for such a service in a talk to the Edinburgh Obstetric Society on 13 March 1929, and midwives in Bellshill, Lanarkshire, first gave the idea practical expression in 1931. The first call (for postpartum haemorrhage) answered by an experienced obstetrician and midwife in Newcastle was logged on 15 October 1935. Between 1945 and 1965 the service was answering a hundred calls a year. For other descriptions of the service see Farquhar Murray E. (1938) op. cit. note 59. Hunter W. (1958) The Newcastle upon Tyne Obstetric Emergency Service. \textit{British Journal of Clinical Practice} 12: 38–45.’ Letter to Dr Daphne Christie, 18 May 2001.
Hunter: The local community in Newcastle had to get used to this. One day the Newcastle Obstetric Flying Squad was called out to a case at an address that they realized would mean driving through a police speed trap. As they sped past the trap, one of the doctors waved his stethoscope out of the window. They dealt with the case. As they drove back a policeman waved a pair of handcuffs.\textsuperscript{62}

Drife: At least he didn’t wave the baby. It would be good to ask Michael Bull, who is a name well known to us all, to introduce the topic of the decline in general practitioner midwifery, and the general practitioner maternity unit.

Dr Michael Bull:\textsuperscript{63} Thank you very much. When the National Health Service was introduced in July 1948, I think I was doing my clinical stint as a student at the Radcliffe Infirmary in obstetrics and gynaecology. Irvine will no doubt remember that we had to do six months on those topics. I think this was because in those days most GPs were doing obstetrics when they went into practice, and as Lord Moran had said that the GP is someone who has fallen off the specialist ladder,\textsuperscript{64} we had to be properly prepared. I didn’t think much of it at that point, because not only did you, if you were lucky, deliver a woman, you also had to bath the baby and sluice the floors, and soak the linen. We were meant to do 20 deliveries, ten in hospital and ten on the district, but when we got to the district I found that I was always late, having cycled furiously from where I was living, and the baby was always there, so I got away with 13 deliveries not 20.

In those days we had to go into the services and in 1952 I went into the Air Force as a medical officer. I was very lucky with my posting, it was on the south coast, a fighter station with two jet squadrons, but they had also got a lot of families in very good housing. There was no ‘pill’, and no TV at that time, and so the birth rate was very high. I found that I knew very little obstetrics, having sort of dodged it as a student. A local GP used to look after the domiciliary confinements and he would occasionally call me in and I had to pour chloroform on a Schimmelbusch mask\textsuperscript{65} at one end, while he did a forceps at the other. I could never quite understand the indications for those forceps, I suspect they might have been rather social, but anyway it made me realize the little did I know of obstetrics, even less did I know of anaesthesia.

\textsuperscript{62} Dr Edmund Hey wrote: ‘The story has probably grown with the telling, but there is no doubt that Frank Stabler, who did more than anyone else to make a reality of Professor Farquhar Murray's “Flying Squad”, enjoyed any excuse to drive his Bentley at speed under the nose of the Law.’ Letter to Dr Daphne Christie, 18 May 2001.

\textsuperscript{63} Dr Michael Bull MA BM FRCGP (b. 1926) graduated in 1950 and trained in Oxford. He was a GP in Oxford from 1956 to 1992 and hospital practitioner in obstetrics at the John Radcliffe Hospital from 1972 to 1993. In 1965 he initiated the development of an integrated GP maternity unit in Oxford and monitored its performance until his retirement in 1992.

\textsuperscript{64} Lord Moran MC MD FRCP (1882–1977) was Consulting Physician to St Mary’s Hospital, London, and Dean from 1920 to 1945. He was President of the Royal College of Physicians of London from 1941 to 1950. See Anonymous. (1977) Lord Moran, \textit{British Medical Journal} i: 1088.

\textsuperscript{65} Designed in 1890 the Kurt Schimmelbusch mask consisted of a spiral wire tower covered with a waxed cloth.
In 1955 I therefore came out of the services and I was all set on general practice, following these experiences. So I went and did a house job at the Churchill Hospital with John Stallworthy and Bill Hawksworth.\textsuperscript{66} In 1956 I got into a practice, also in Oxford, and at that time I found that 40 per cent of the deliveries were at home. After a while I didn’t think it was a very safe place to have a baby, having come across an obstructed labour with a brow presentation, a massive intrapartum haemorrhage,\textsuperscript{67} and a stillbirth with a primipara. It seemed to me that GPs were in urgent need of specialist backup and that probably the flying squad wasn’t good enough, because it took ten minutes, 20 minutes, 30 minutes to get there.

In 1965 we started a movement in Oxford, for a GP maternity unit. We had a benefactor in the Chairman of the Hospital Board, who put up the £12 000 that was necessary to build us a 12-bed, one delivery room, two first-stage rooms etc., nursery and the lot, and this was latched on to the end of the labour ward at the Churchill Hospital. The innovation then was that we were able to use domiciliary midwives, which we thought was a fairly major breakthrough. Chloe [Fisher] will remember it, she was in practice in Oxford at the same time as I was and the midwives were a little bit hesitant for the first two or three years, but in the end they took to it.

The other point was that we could have a much more relaxed style of care. People could go home a couple of days or even a day after delivery, they didn’t have to wait ten days like they did in the specialist hospitals.

In 1972 things changed because the Churchill Maternity Unit closed down when the new John Radcliffe Maternity Hospital was built, but we moved in with them. We had eight beds and 70 GP obstetricians used them at that time. We were in a way lucky, because the first delivery in the new hospital was a GP unit delivery. It was, in fact, an ongoing success story and Figure 3 gives you the figures.\textsuperscript{68} It worked pretty well until the end of the 1980s. Our peak year was 1989 when we booked more than 1000 women and had something like 750 actual deliveries, taking into account transfers either before labour or during labour. But, of course, in the 1990s things rapidly declined and regrettably the GP unit at Oxford is no more.

I was asked to give what I thought might have been the reasons for the decline in interest of GPs in obstetric care. The Peel Report in 1970\textsuperscript{69} had urged for provision of


\textsuperscript{67} Bleeding due to partial separation of the placenta while the baby is still in the uterus.


Figure 3: Oxford GP Maternity Unit Annual Report 1995. Bookings, admissions and deliveries. See note 68.
100 per cent hospital confinement and, of course, this was achieved at the time by reducing the length of patient stay and it didn’t really have to involve producing more beds. Public expectations have also increased markedly and I suppose the 1967 Abortion Act, when the motto was ‘Every baby a wanted baby’, and the public came to expect that every baby should be a perfect baby.

When I was first in practice inevitably there were Down’s syndromes, spina bifidas, etc., that occurred from time to time. Nobody was held responsible for that and it was regarded as an act of God I suppose. Then there were the technological advances in obstetrics that exercised GPs a bit, like the active management of labour, or antenatal and intranatal fetal monitoring, and you had to be a fairly expert technician to undertake those procedures. The case load in many practices was also low. In Oxford, for example, the average case load was under ten women per doctor per year, and by and large most GPs didn’t feel that they could take on the technological skills required.

And then next, of course, there’s the question of litigation, the fear of it, and we have seen this come to the fore very recently. Only yesterday somebody rang me up from, I think it was Rotherham, about a brain-damaged child who had been born in the 1960s, and the child’s mother was dead, the GP was dead, and they couldn’t find any records. Yet they were taking action against the hospital board to try to get some cash for what had gone wrong, whatever it may have been.

There’s a change in the attitude of GPs in general. They want regular working hours, they want pay for every moment, they want regular off duty and so on. Now in the old days if somebody was in labour, you went, whatever else you were doing, you might even have been on the golf course. My wife holds this against me, on one occasion we even had to postpone our holiday, because somebody was in labour. And then finally there’s the new status of midwives, which we have heard of now even in New Zealand. I worked in New Zealand for a while in 1984, and the doctors had to do all the deliveries then, although the midwives were perfectly capable of it. We now have, of course, expert midwives and midwife-led maternity units, and I think that because of the expertise of midwives nowadays compared with the old days, when, on the district for example, if it wasn’t a normal delivery, it wasn’t a midwife’s problem.

Those are perhaps some of the main reasons why GP obstetrics has diminished and withered. I enjoyed my time. I was responsible for nearly 2000 women having babies [much laughter], although, of course, before the 1960s the average GP would care for 3000 women in the maternity area during his/her career. That’s really all I have to say about the decline and the fall of GP obstetrics, certainly as far as Oxford was concerned.

Drife: Maybe I will ask Chloe, but it really was a matter of the GP doing the delivery? I obviously belong to a different cohort, and it didn’t occur to me that the midwives didn’t participate as accoucheurs in the GP unit. The GP would come in and deliver the baby. Is that right?
Bull: No. Not at all. The situation was that we got community midwives into the GP unit to look after the women just as they would have done at home.

Ms Chloe Fisher: My problem as a domiciliary midwife who had been practising already ten years and had made this as a very positive choice of my way of practising, the inception of the GP unit had me wondering what on earth the future of midwives was going to be. I realized that with changes in attitudes to home confinements and so on, this might be the only way that we could continue to provide continuity of care which I had been able to do for the last ten years. A bit of the story that Mike [Bull] left out was that in actual fact when the idea of developing the GP unit was first started, it was to care for those women whose homes were deemed to be unsuitable for home confinement, but who were low risk. By the time it opened, the swing towards pressure to stop women delivering at home had grown, although the Cranbrook Report which was produced in 1959 had said, ‘30 per cent of women would continue to deliver at home’ and I had relaxed and thought, ‘Well, OK we’re 30 per cent in Oxford, and my future is assured. Now I will have to take normal women out of their home to put them in this other building, because for some reason or other this was going to make it safer for them.’ But what it did was to secure continuity of care, so in the end I gave in and continued to function there because I had no other choice.

Drife: Continuity of care in what sense? Did you have the shift system that we have just now, or what was the pattern?

Fisher: At the time we still worked as partners, midwives, and so we worked crazy hours and we were on call 24 hours and I am sure that we were unsafe sometimes, but thank goodness nothing awful happened to me. But it wasn't a shift system, it was the midwife who worked with the GP. We had had GP attachment in Oxford since 1962, and so the women that we were responsible for were the women who were booked with the practices that we were attached to.

Drife: It was crazy hours, but it wasn't something that you resented, the fact that the work would come at any time?

---

70 Ms Chloe Fisher MBE NNEB RN RM MTD (b. 1932) chose to become a domiciliary midwife in Oxford on qualifying in 1956. In the first ten years she was able to practise innovations unheard of in consultant maternity units. Continuing to work in the community, she now also worked in the GP unit, which first opened in 1966 and moved into the new maternity unit at the John Radcliffe Hospital in Oxford in 1972. In 1976 she became Nursing Officer for the Central Oxford Community Midwifery Service. Michael Klein’s research into the outcomes of the GP unit followed soon after, and was published in 1983 [Klein M, Lloyd I, Redman C W G, Bull M J V, Turnbull A C. (1983) A comparison of low-risk pregnant women booked for delivery in two systems of care: shared-care (consultant) and integrated general practice unit. I. Obstetrical procedures and neonatal outcome. II. Labour and delivery management and neonatal outcome. British Journal of Obstetrics and Gynaecology 90: 118–122, 123–128]. See also page 29. From 1991 until her retirement in 1997 she was Infant Feeding Specialist at the John Radcliffe Hospital, Oxford. She is Chairman of the Breastfeeding Working Group of the Royal College of Midwives that produced Successful Breastfeeding, first published in 1988 and with the third edition in press. She is co-author of Breastfeeding, Getting breastfeeding right for you. (Berkeley: Celestial Arts, 2nd edn, 2000) and has participated in many films and videos relating to breastfeeding.

71 op. cit. note 185.
Fisher: I continued to work crazy hours and I still do.

Sir Christopher Booth: I just wondered about the training of medical students because we have heard at the beginning of this discussion how people had to do a certain number of deliveries. I remember in Scotland where I graduated in 1951 we had to do 20 deliveries, many of them on the district, in fact, in slum houses where you delivered the baby on to newspapers on the floor. I can remember one unhappy occasion during that time when I and a trainee midwife were observing events when a foot suddenly appeared and I heard this horrified statement by this trainee Scottish midwife, ‘That’s nay a vertex’.

I remember also in those days that we were able to deliver babies anywhere we wanted as part of our training and quite a number of us used to go particularly to Ireland, to Dublin, to the Rotunda. I, in fact, went to Paris. I delivered babies at the Clinique Tarnier, my chief later became the obstetrician to Grace Kelly. It was just as amusing in France as it was in England, because the jokes in the labour ward were exactly the same. If she cried after the birth, for example, all the Frenchmen would say, ‘Would you like me to put it back?’. And there was the same joke about the man who put forceps on the placenta thinking it was a second twin.

Drife: Certainly by 1970 the requirement for 20 deliveries had gone and the chance of delivering babies outside the hospital had disappeared from my group in Edinburgh, that’s for sure.

Wheeler: I just wanted to comment on this question of general practitioners present at delivery in GP units and perhaps in homes as well. Certainly in my experience, and this was in Reading in Berkshire, where we had five GP units. I was there between 1968 and 1974, and it was not common for general practitioners to be present at the delivery, although they were GP units. If I could just also say in Julia Allison’s work Delivered at Home she looked at 68 000 deliveries in Nottingham, between 1948 and 1974, and in 1950 the GP was present at only 13 per cent of those, and this was reduced in 1970 to 4.6 per cent. So both in home deliveries and in GP units, during that period of time, general practitioners were not present at the majority of deliveries – they were conducted by midwives.

Bull: Can I just say that in our unit in Oxford we used to record the attendance rate at

---

72 Sir Christopher Booth Kt FRCP (b. 1924) trained as a gastroenterologist and was the first Convenor of the Wellcome Trust’s History of Twentieth Century Medicine Group, from 1990 to 1996, and Harveian Librarian at the Royal College of Physicians from 1989 to 1997. He was Professor of Medicine, Royal Postgraduate Medical School, Hammersmith Hospital, London, from 1966 to 1977 and Director of the Medical Research Council’s Clinical Research Centre, Northwick Park Hospital, Harrow, from 1978 to 1988.

73 The area of the fetal head which is usually the part to appear first at the vulva during labour.

74 Mrs Julia Allison has been a District and Community Midwife, Midwife Teacher, Adviser to Nottingham Health Authority and Head of Midwifery Education at the Norfolk College of Nursing and Midwifery. She was General Secretary of the Royal College of Midwives, London, from 1994 to 1996. See Allison J. (1996) Delivered at Home. London: Chapman & Hall.
deliveries and it was required that the GPs should attend the deliveries if they wished to keep their contract. The actual required number was very low, I thought it was too low. We tried to bring in that GPs should attend ten deliveries a year. Quite a lot of them didn't book ten deliveries, so it was reduced to five, but overall, over the years we were running, the attendance rate was something like 80 per cent. Many of those that didn't attend were because the labours were so fast that the woman had delivered before the doctor got there.

**Drife:** One of the criticisms now, of course, is that obstetricians don't see normal deliveries. Would the GPs be called specifically because something was going wrong, or would it just be because you tried to get there and sometimes made it and sometimes didn't.

**Bull:** No. It wasn't because things were going wrong. The great majority of our deliveries were perfectly normal. It was that the GP was the ultimately responsible person for that woman, and had to be. If she was transferred to specialist care, unless it was a critical emergency, the GP had to negotiate with the specialist staff to take over the care of that woman.

**Robinson:** I come from Oxford, where Mike Bull and Chloe Fisher practise, and I must say we really owe them both a great debt of gratitude. And I recall, Dr Bull, I used to watch the statistics like a hawk, looking at what percentage of deliveries various GPs had attended, you know if they weren't attending enough, they weren't getting the practice that made them safe. One reason he [Bull] does not give, that I think is important in the decline in the GPs, was that mothers were not being told by their own GPs that they had the right to go to another GP, purely for maternity care, without permanently leaving their own doctor, they could transfer just for that. And because of the kind of structure of the GP system, which has been absolutely crucial in the way that maternity care has developed in this country, GPs were paid relatively so little for doing the actual delivery, that it was worth their while to hang on to patients, get the money for the antenatal and postnatal care. What is particularly important I think about that clinic is the study that was done by Michael Klein, a Canadian research obstetrician, who compared outcomes in the GP unit with those of comparable women of equal low risk who went into the consultant unit. The outcomes were vastly different in that I seem to recall – Dr Bull will correct me if I am wrong – that there were fewer forceps deliveries, fewer Caesareans, less medication and so on. Outcomes were much better. On the basis of that, any rational health authority knowing the lower costs and that the rate was satisfactory, would have expanded not only that GP unit, which, of course, was in fact largely domiciliary midwives with some dedicated GP involvement, and cut down on the numbers of women going into the expensive consultancy wing, which was inducing women, but, of course, as we know that is not what happened.

**Macfarlane:** If you look at the Ministry of Health reports for the first 20 or so years of the Health Service, there were statistics published about numbers of GP claims for maternity care including delivery, and numbers of GPs present at the delivery, and the latter were lower than the former, but it was being monitored. The picture we see from
Oxford mirrors the national position, where beds were being provided in GP units through the 1940s, 1950s and 1960s, and then numbers declined.

Perhaps both as a reminder, and as a question to anyone who may remember back a bit further, the origin of the small maternity unit was at least a century earlier, at least the advocacy of it, in Florence Nightingale’s book *Introductory Notes on Lying-in Institutions*.

She noticed that in the smallest unit that she looked at, the hut in the military hospital in Colchester, which was not a hospital, and where the soldiers’ wives went to give birth, maternal mortality was unusually zero. This prompted her friend William Farr to coin the idea of the ‘natuary’, the opposite of the mortuary, where women without complications should give birth. You can see that idea sort of simmering through the latter half of the nineteenth century and finding its way into the Women’s Cooperative Guild’s manifesto for maternity services.

They were campaigning for maternity homes for women who did not have nice homes and hospital rooms for women with complications. This then came in with Janet Campbell’s 1919 or 1920 Plans for Maternity Services which had included both obstetric hospitals and maternity homes, run by midwives, who would call a doctor when they needed one. In fact, the growth in the 1920s and 1930s was both in these maternity homes, which were often training schools, and also in general practitioner hospitals in which GPs did deliveries.

So there were two sorts of institutions that were particularly designed for those women who, as the *Lancet* put it, ‘show some abnormality and those whose domestic conditions are unfavourable...comfort in child-bed has been sadly diminished by the house-famine.’ Of course, with the National Health Service both these types of institution became GP units.

**Drife:** Certainly the first delivery I ever saw, which I think would have been in 1968, was in Kilmarnock Maternity Home, which was a mile away from Kilmarnock Infirmary and staffed by midwives. And just as an interesting aside – one of the mores of the day – I saw it because as medical students we were resident there, and we were rolling back from the pub and were asked by one of the midwives did we want to see a delivery? Naturally we did, though whether the woman was asked whether she thought that was a good idea, of course, is another matter.

**Mrs Vicky Tinsley:** I am from the Bath area and I have been involved with six GP units developing into midwifery-led units. The one thing that has struck me right

---

80 Mrs Vicky Tinsley (b. 1960) manages six isolated community midwifery-led units in Wiltshire and Somerset. She has recently been to Russia with the World Health Organization advising on maternity services. She completed a Master’s degree in industrial relations and human resource management and has a BSc in midwifery studies.
from since I have been involved with this, is the GPs' total lack of confidence, and their
great fear of being called into deliveries to deal with an emergency, when it may have
been five or six years since they last had to, and they have had little practical experience
of having to put on forceps or ventouse. Some of them have felt very strongly and are
quite angry that they have been unable to update their own practical skills.

Professor Lesley Page. I was Director of Midwifery at the John Radcliffe in Oxford
for five years. I think what is interesting about this to me is when we provided this
normal care in a GP unit or a home, it was nonthreatening, but the minute we tried
to extend this idea of continuity of care and the midwife following the woman
through the whole system of care, the opposition was vicious. I think, in a way, that
very few people have an understanding of what it was like. We are seeing that reflected
now, because there are a number of very good developments that have similar results,
those shown by Michael Klein in the Oxford unit, the intervention rate is lower, the
level of safety is just as good. We are now seeing a number of birth centres, one of
them in Liverpool, some in London, midwifery-led developments and the results are
always the same, the intervention rate is lower, the outcomes are good. There is, I
think, a lesson to be learned from this history, that we can, in fact, extend this kind
care to the majority of women in the maternity services. But there are groups of
midwives and doctors who are very threatened by this and, in fact, try to resist it in
many ways, if it isn't contained safely in a capsule in a part of the service.

Drife: Can I just ask you, Lesley [Page], before Caroline [Flint] speaks, about the new
development? I know I have said we are not talking about the future, but are they
mainly GPs and midwives, or midwives and obstetricians, or what is the mix?

Page: There has been a real decline in GPs who want to be involved in this part of the
care. There has been an opportunity because of the changes in obstetrician staffing
arrangements and the increased status of midwives, which we will move on to later.
But, in fact, most of these developments are to do with relationships, and we are
seeing them either in one-to-one schemes, or midwifery-led schemes, or birth centres.
There's no systematic research being undertaken in these units, there are all sorts of

---
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evaluations that haven’t been brought together, but if you follow the results, the results are always the same, and they are astoundingly dramatic, and positive. We suffer from publication bias, as journals like the British Medical Journal and the Lancet are usually uninterested in these kinds of studies.

Flint: I am a National Childbirth Trust (NCT) teacher. I have been an NCT teacher much longer than I have been a midwife, and what I was very conscious of and have been over the years, is the influence of individual GPs on home birth rates in my part of south London. There were Luke Zander and Dr Rutty, if you didn’t have one of those two doctors, you couldn’t have a home birth and women were doing pilgrimages to those two doctors, who would say, ‘Well, of course, why not? What a good idea,’ and were very supportive of midwives.

Midwifery has always been a very punitive profession, and I, as a new midwife, got a lot of strength from both those GPs and went out and did home births, which was seen as a rather naughty thing to do. The influence of those GPs was so strong that I remember a woman in my NCT class who was going to have a home birth and then she said, ‘I can’t have a home birth’ and I said, ‘Why can’t you have a home birth?’ and she said, ‘Dr Zander is on holiday then’.

Dr Lindsay Smith: I am a GP in Somerset. I would like to contribute a few thoughts on why GPs might have opted out of maternity care. I say this from the perspective of a GP who still does attend both home births and hospital births, and have done for the 12 years since I have been in practice in Somerset. I am certainly one of the few remaining GPs I am aware of that still do actively attend births, much as Mike Bull describes was happening at Oxford in the 1980s. Some of the suggestions I am going to make have got some evidence to support them and some less so and are a little controversial, but I would like other people’s comments on these areas.

First, I think the training of GPs has been at fault, certainly in my own experience, and of a lot of others, as a senior house officer in obstetrics, as you only get called to emergencies and disasters and not surprisingly you get a somewhat jaundiced view of whether anybody can have a normal delivery anywhere but in a hospital. Second, as GP units have closed, GPs have of necessity often had to travel further, perhaps to a consultant unit, when the environment has sometimes been unsupportive, perhaps even hostile, towards the GP being involved. Third, as GPs have turned over so to speak, and the older ones retired, in some practices you have lost that critical mass of partners who have supported each other, with the younger GPs perhaps being less well
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trained or not wishing to take part in intrapartum care. Therefore, once you lose the critical mass of partners prepared to do that, then the whole practice can't provide intrapartum care. Certainly the working day of GPs has become much more pressurized and full, and the flexibility to drop everything to attend a birth is much less now than it was before.

As mentioned earlier, the actual remuneration GPs get, and I know this is a political topic to some extent, but the amount of money one 'earns' from having a mother booked under your care for delivery, is very little compared with other ways of earning money for the practice. I think fund holding and practice managers in some cases may have said to GPs, 'This is a waste of your time, you don't earn enough doing this'.

The other recent changes, the changing childbirth targets (midwife targets, midwife bookings, midwife this, that and the other) was, I think, a disincentive for GPs to carry on taking part. Some of the experienced community midwives who are used to working with the senior established GPs have retired, and the younger midwives are perhaps less used to working with GPs in that sort of partnership, which I believe is a bastion of continuity of care, that is a committed community midwife, who will make herself available for evenings and weekends, and a committed GP who will do the same. That team of two is hardly ever mentioned in publications or in the wider debate to any large extent. I certainly think that more recently the change to out-of-hours cooperatives has probably been the final nail in the coffin in that minimal numbers of GPs now, very few in fact, practise an on-call rota. As part of a cooperative on-call rota of 30–100 GPs, GPs will not provide, as a large group, responsibility for other GPs' labouring women. So I think there has been a wide range of influences on the decline in GP involvement. Some have evidence and some don't, and I hope that I have stimulated some more comments on those potential reasons.

Dr Luke Zander: I realize that this is an occasion for looking back, but I am taking you at your word, Mr Chairman, it is also a time for looking forward to see what we can learn from the past. When we talk about GP midwifery, or GP units, we can either consider this from the perspective of the professionals – what is the role of the GP and what does obstetric care mean to his practice? Or we can focus on the woman and ask what is the nature of the type of care that up to now has been called GP or GP/midwifery care? Jean [Robinson] and Lesley [Page] have talked about the work of Michael Klein which found that it seemed to encompass a different sort of approach to intrapartum care from that delivered or received in many consultant-led units. I
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think it is important to say from the standpoint of general practice that for those of us who have been involved in intrapartum care, it was highly significant, as well as very satisfying, to our role as family doctors. If we look at where maternity care sits in the delivery of primary care, it would seem a great impoverishment if care for pregnancy slipped away from being an integral part of the role of doctors who call themselves, and have a particularly unique position as, a woman’s personal physician. I feel there is an urgent need for all of us who are concerned with GP education and with the organization of care to look at ways whereby GPs can be encouraged to carry on providing not only ante and postnatal care, but also to have some involvement, however peripheral, with intrapartum care in their role as GP. In this regard we need to clarify our role and stress that this does not involve us undertaking specialist obstetric care. Michael Bull and Sandy Cavenagh are very special examples of what should be called GP obstetricians, i.e. those who are trained and prepared to undertake specialist-type activities – Sandy, for example, would perform Caesarean sections. Now that is a very unusual and minority type of role. Most of the rest of us are not like this at all. We were GPs providing general practitioner maternity care and we saw our role as ensuring that the women under our care received the type of care that they were requesting. We were there as facilitators but not necessarily providers of this care. I personally would not go down the road of saying that GPs always need to be present at the delivery; in the births with which I have been involved I frequently wasn’t present for much or even any of the time of labour. I felt my responsibility was to ensure that the women who came to me were helped to have the type of delivery that they were wanting and then to make sure that they were referred for appropriate midwifery care. If I was present it was rarely to be at the bottom of the bed with the midwife but rather at the head with the mother, or in the kitchen making tea or taking photographs for the family. There should be no conflict with the midwife.

If we look forward, I feel that the role of the GP in ensuring that this type of care can continue and be developed, is as a supporter of midwives. If GPs can identify with and accept what is now called midwifery-led care I believe they have a real and highly important role to play. We still need to break down some existing barriers and misunderstandings if we are to develop a relationship within primary care that will be of full benefit to women and our two professions.

Drife: Thank you very much. I am hoping that we will coax Sandy [Cavenagh] to say a little about his unique role.

Savage: I was thinking that the real importance of home birth, and I have always thought that perhaps my attitude as an obstetrician stems from the very first baby I saw delivered, having read all those novels you know about the sweating and the knotted sheets and the women dying in childbirth, so I had a really negative attitude towards birth. Then I went out on the district, first call, we hadn’t had our general call. In those days six students would come and stand there and watch the woman being delivered by a midwife, before we were allowed to try to do it ourselves. But I missed that because there were two district calls and I went out on the second one and another colleague on the first. So it was easy, it was so quiet, it was so peaceful, and I
thought, ‘My God, is that all there is to it? It’s not what I have been led to believe’. I did 20 deliveries on the district as a student, I did 67 at the London and at Forest Gate Hospital, Newham General didn’t exist in those days of course – which was an old army hospital with a couple of prefabricated labour wards that we used to alternate each week to stop infection and all that sort of thing. It probably was old-fashioned. So I think that that had a very powerful influence on us as medical students, because birth was seen as a normal thing, we hardly saw a Caesar, and now the students see nothing but Caesars.

The training, GP training, it was 1971 that the vocational training came in and then it became rigidified and they had to do six months in obstetric units where they were all brain-washed into thinking home birth was dangerous. I examined for the DRCOG [Diploma of the Royal College of Obstetrics and Gynaecology] in the 1980s, every single student, if you brought up the question of home birth, said, ‘Oh no, dangerous, I wouldn’t have anything to do with intrapartum care’ and I think that was a terrible problem.

I feel ashamed to say this, because I haven’t ever published, but I did some research about GPs’ attitudes to home births in the early 1990s. What was really striking was that those GPs who were doing or being involved in home births or encouraging women to have home births, had exactly the same anxieties as those who weren’t doing them. And knowing some of them, what seemed to me to be the crucial factor was whether the doctor believed in the woman’s autonomy and her right to have the baby where she wanted to have it. Because of these fears that were expressed, we had a unit called the Women’s Healthcare Research Unit and Luke [Zander] came and talked on some of these courses. We ran some courses called ‘Home Births for the Hesitant’. We did think to start with ‘Home Births for the Terrified’, but we thought that might be too much! And what Luke and other GPs who took part in this did, was to get the GPs there to talk through what they felt they couldn’t cope with. In fact, they could cope with everything, because it wasn’t as if they were there putting on the forceps and things like that, they could put up a drip if the woman had a massive postpartum haemorrhage and they could deal with a fit. They just brushed up their skills on that a bit or helped the midwife with it, so I think there are a lot of factors as Lindsay [Smith] says. Lindsay has done some research on this, about what kind of training GP trainees have, and showed if I remember rightly, Lindsay, that their confidence about doing deliveries declined in their six-month SHO post in obstetrics and gynaecology in hospital, which is a terrible condemnation I think of us obstetricians.

Dr Sandy Cavenagh: 87 I am very conscious of being the resident troglodyte here, but I would like to reiterate everything that Lindsay [Smith] and Luke [Zander] have said.

87 Dr Sandy Cavenagh (b. 1929) qualified from Oxford and St Thomas’ Hospital in 1954. During military service in 1958 he nearly lost his wife to Mendelsohn’s syndrome following general anaesthesia for a Kiellands forceps delivery. As senior house officer he was trained by Hamish Chalmers in Worcester in the use of Ventouse. He was a GP in Brecon from 1960 to 1994 working in an isolated maternity unit, delivering 90 per cent of the population with consultant support from Cardiff, Newport and Abergavenny. He has performed more than 300 Ventouse deliveries. He was an Advanced Life Support in Obstetrics instructor from 1996 developing the ‘Limpet’ all-purpose disposable vacuum extractor.
The decline in GP obstetric involvement exactly mirrors my career, and I sometimes wonder if it wasn’t entirely my fault. The first shock was the report by Butler and Bonham which implied that we were unsafe and it took about ten years for Alison [Macfarlane] (and there were several other people) to say that the interpretation of those statistics needed questioning. But all those other factors that we have heard about have contributed. The thing that interests me is where we can possibly go from here. Is this a pattern of care that is remotely worth resuscitating?

The thing that has struck me most is being involved in an organization called ALSO, Advanced Life Support in Obstetrics, which brings together a bunch of people from all disciplines, now nearly all midwives, with a handful of GPs, a handful of consultants, paediatricians, anaesthetists, paramedics, etc. This puts everybody through a rigorous 48-hour course where they are brushed up on common obstetric emergencies. The universal thing that everybody says at the end of the course is, ‘How nice it was to work together’, and this what we should have all been doing for the last 30 years and can we get back to that somehow?

I think the unhappiest thing we have seen is the sort of schizophrenic management of obstetrics, where we have gone our own various paths, midwives, GPs, consultants, etc. I can’t believe it’s only been unhappy for us, I think it has been unhappy for our women. I suspect that if we go back and decide how best we can work together, they will be happier and so will we.

Cronk: I have had another quick whiz through my register, during my time as a midwife, and I am now looking at the turn of 1969, and while I had GPs involved in most cases, most of them were not present at delivery. I am also reminded that I spent a lot of my time then, trying to get hospital beds for women who needed them, and wanted them. I recollect making up all sorts of reasons why women needed a hospital bed. It was very, very difficult. I am now looking at a record of a GP who did come out, Dr Charles Bill, who did a lot of hypnosis and was wonderful, and he thoroughly enjoyed it and I have enjoyed working with doctors.

Now I have to find home births and midwives for women who need and want them. It is not particularly because they want to give birth in their own bedroom, it is because they want to avoid what they perceive will happen to them should they go into hospital. I don’t see why women should have to stay at home, in order to give birth in peace.

Porter: Just echoing what Luke was saying, I don’t really think we should get too depressed about the withdrawal of GPs from intrapartum care, it’s not as though the
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baton has dropped and the race has come to an end, it’s really a question of passing on the baton. This concept of the GP as a facilitator is a terribly important one.

Going back to the issue of attendance at deliveries. In our seven community units in the Bath area we plotted the attendance in the various units, and it varied from 12 to 72 per cent between the lowest and the highest in the seven (then) GP units, and the outcome statistics were identical in each of the units. So I don’t really think that that’s got a fantastic amount to do with it, but I think that this concept of passing on a sort of encouragement is desperately important. All our units have recently moved over from GP-led to midwife-led units, and we have not noticed a decline in the number of women delivering there, indeed we have noticed an increase and we are not talking about small numbers, we are talking about 1600 per year overall.

So I think we demonstrate that the doom and gloom that one could easily take on board from what Lindsay [Smith] was saying in his cataloguing of all the reasons for it, that’s just historical record. We must move on from that and recognize that there is now a transition, a new way of naming paths.

Drife: Do you think that Bath is unusual in that?

Porter: Numerically, yes, but we stand as a model that others could, if they wish, quite easily follow.

Page: I just want to put the record straight as regards to the Expert Maternity Group. Mary [Anderson] and I were both members of the Expert Maternity Group and it was certainly our intention to recognize the role that GPs had played and we wanted them to continue. Whenever we visited vigorous maternity units or GP centres or where they wanted to convert, there was often a single GP who had supported a very wonderful service for local women and had supported midwives. Certainly the only kind of continuity of care that we were seeing around the country then, the greatest per cent, came from GPs. In fact it might have been in quite indirect language, but we made a suggestion about GPs being paid more to do intrapartum care.

Time has moved very quickly since then and perhaps one of the biggest factors in fragmenting care has been the working hours of GPs and their fear of intrapartum obstetrics. I have just been doing a few stints in Queen Charlotte’s and I think it has become absolutely terrifying, I am learning the ropes again now, but it has changed a lot in the last five years, and it is quite frightening. But I think that we do need to move on and Bath, I think, is a wonderful study in terms of community care, GP involvement, and midwifery involvement, and we need to look forward.

Just one final thing. It’s hard for me not to look forward at this moment, because I am returning to British Columbia in six weeks’ time and I will be working with Michael Klein. British Columbia has the largest number of GPs actively involved, I think, in much of the world. They are now looking at GPs undertaking the role obstetricians
had, particularly in isolated communities and undertaking Caesarean sections and being leaders in a team, and I will certainly be looking at midwives being leaders in the team as well. I think that there are parts of the world that we can look at where we can see examples of general practice being invigorated and GPs working very closely with midwives and with obstetricians.

Drife: Can I just ask you, what did you find terrifying? What was terrifying about Queen Charlotte’s?

Page: It’s not just Queen Charlotte’s, it’s in all the major teaching hospitals now, the active management of labour and the high epidural rate, the high intervention rate has made it very intensive care and you have to be technologically very, very astute indeed. And I hate to admit this, but I think that the fear of litigation is having an effect. But you know basically, whether you are a midwife, or you are a doctor, you have to be incredibly sharp to keep up, and if you haven’t been in a delivery suite for the last couple of years, you feel rusty. I am sure other people feel like that too.

Drife: I know consultant obstetricians who have said that as well.

Dr David Jewell: I am a part-time GP from Bristol. I am feeling very uncomfortable about this. I learnt what evidence is at the feet of Iain Chalmers, so I am not sure that what I am going to say counts as evidence at all, except perhaps at a Witness Seminar. Perhaps Iain will forgive me if I go and beg forgiveness later on today.

I was a student at University College Hospital and graduated in 1975. I did a few hospital deliveries and then had two important experiences. First I undertook a student project, where I think I had a similar experience to Marjorie Tew, of setting out to say how wonderful hospital obstetrics was, and discovering that the data could be interpreted with exactly the opposite conclusion. When you set out to prove one thing and find something else it is very striking. I then went as a trainee to Ipswich which had acquired a large maternity unit quite late on. There was still a large number of GPs around who although they weren’t doing deliveries then had done a lot between them in the recent past. It was important for me that there were people around who said, ‘It’s all right’.

The second experience came when I went to work in Southampton. I worked with a very experienced midwife who had done an enormous number of domiciliary deliveries and she helped me to see that it was safe, and I think this is something to do with the folk memory you mentioned earlier. I don’t know that I agree about the folk memory of maternal mortality. I think it is still very strong somewhere. However, there is now no folk memory collectively among general practice that obstetrics is a large-scale thing that you can all do and it is safe.

---
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My final conclusion is that in order for midwives to take it on and take on their own responsibility they need that sort of folk memory around. I am sure that is one of the reasons that Bath is successful, that it has what in other contexts would be called a critical mass. It is one thing that is desperately needed. If there are enough midwives in an area who feel confident and say that low-tech obstetrics is safe then it will continue, and if there aren’t then I fear it will be like Michael Bull’s descending curve (Figure 3).

**Smith:** I just wanted to make two very brief points. As this is a historical seminar, I wanted to put on the record that when I started as a GP 12 years ago, every practice in my locality, referring to our local district general hospital, did GP obstetrics. Now 12 years later, only two practices, including my own, do so. I think there has been that marked change in the last ten to 12 years.

Second, and probably most important, I think this idea of the GP as a facilitator of helping women through the system is perhaps crucial for the future, and I would see that as a very important role. We see the increasing intervention rate (sections, epidurals, etc.) and I do hospital visits, to approve them as training for GPs, and in every hospital I seem to go to, the intervention rates are going up and up. I think GPs still have a very crucial role in supporting midwives, some of whom haven’t got that much power in the system, which is still very medically and consultant dominated, to assist women getting choices, and doctors because they are part of the club as being doctors, probably have more access to try to help women and midwives to change the system.

**Hunter:** This is not a point about GP units. It refers back to a much earlier question about the emotional impact of fatal infections during the historical period before the introduction of sulphonamides in 1935. In a collection of microbiology editorials by L P Garrod, which were originally published in the *British Medical Journal*, it is quite clear that microbiologists, in the years leading up to 1935, were in a state of what could be called despair, that no major discovery in chemotherapy of general clinical bacteriological infections had been made since the discovery of Salvarsan in 1910.

**Drife:** So despair can turn itself round when a breakthrough occurs. Yes, it is quite striking looking back sometimes, you see that. Professor Whitfield and Roger Peel are now going to talk about induction of labour and changing rates of assisted delivery, which are, historically speaking, some pretty spectacular changes in practice.

---


94 Salvarsan was first used in 1911 to treat human syphilis.
Professor Charles Whitfield: When I thought of coming to a historical seminar on maternal care, I imagined that this would cover pre-pregnancy care, care during pregnancy, labour, postpregnancy care and counselling, family planning, the lot, so I didn’t make any relevant preparations to talk about induction. Indeed the invitation to open this topic was given to me on my arrival here when I met my old friend, our chairman. He is still a friend.

As preparation, I did re-read Munro Kerr’s textbook, *Maternal Mortality and Morbidity*. He, incidentally, was my predecessor by six steps, and it makes very interesting reading, and I will only just say that if you look at Figure 1, that book was published just at the top of the last peak, before the big slide in maternal mortality. It’s a very interesting book, we should pay attention to it, although probably inappropriately titled because he went on to discuss at length, morbidity, neonatal morbidity and the need for a National Maternity Service, and reading between the lines he was talking about the need for a National Health Service. I have some of his old notes including a quote, ‘Am actively going to discuss with Arthur Greenwood’ who was the Minister of Health before Neville Chamberlain. It was in the National Coalition Government.

However, I will go on and as someone said if you haven’t much to say, say it quickly, so I will. Induction of labour is a historical matter and at the beginning of the last century it, of course, was done for virtually only maternal indications, often for borderline and, as it turned out, not very borderline cephalopelvic disproportion and, of course, for a long-dead baby. That was another indication; it makes your hair rise on end to think of a surgical procedure in that sort of bacterial culture medium. The big trend was, of course, that gradually, although the maternal indications have remained, fetal indications have come on board. More and more inductions of labour are done to end what is perceived as, or what has become, a progressively dangerous experience for the fetus in its environment; that really is the big change.

There have, of course, been social indications, and they are important but probably taken too far. There was no doubt when we were talking about the rich or well-to-do
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and their forceps deliveries, that a lot of those were for social indications. One would hope that they would not come again, although I read the title somewhere, ‘Too posh to push’ – is it the same thing just coming back? There are things that do tend to come round from time to time.

However, as things changed so did the methods used. There used to be all sorts of crude bougies being produced. I can remember as a student seeing those in a cupboard and I remember the suggested insertion of bougies to introduce hormones. I would never want to see that again.

Then there were the ruptures and the names of various methods, for example, the Drew-Smythe cannula was designed for high fetal heads, but you often accidentally catheterized the placenta. Then, of course, along came oxytocin [pitocin] and I can confirm the times we used it. Roger Peel was fortunate to work in Bradford with Theobald, so he will talk about that.

As regards assisted delivery, again in the real old days it was often on an almost exhausted, or already exhausted, mother, already perhaps infected and often with just a horrendous labour that was already disastrous and the baby dead. But then gradually less drastic maternal indications came into use, forceps rates in most places went down, and Caesarean section rates in recent years have undergone this huge change. I can remember when I was last very actively involved in obstetrics we worked with a 1.5 per cent Caesarean section rate and that would not be believed today, but there were no social indications then. Now vacuum extraction often replaces forceps delivery, but we are not here to discuss these. Incidentally, Smellie and Simpson were both using vacuum extraction not in the last century but in the one before that!99

**Drife:** Thank you very much, Charlie. Roger, would you like to add something?

**Peel:** I just wanted to bring in some recollections of Theobald, not because I knew him personally, but because I worked at St Luke’s Maternity Hospital in Bradford as a registrar in 1963 and intermittently until 1966, so there was a gospel according to Theobald, even at that stage. He made two very considerable contributions to obstetrics, perhaps two more than any other. One was to make the use of intravenous pitocin a recognized way of inducing labour.101 The second, of course, was to

98 Professor H J Drew-Smythe (d. 1984) specialized in obstetrics and gynaecology in Bristol and invented the Drew-Smythe cannula. Professor Charles Whitfield wrote: ‘This was a double-curved cannula with a blunt-ended stylet, which is introduced through the cervical canal and beyond the fetal head where the stylet is pushed forward to rupture the membranes of the hindwaters. See Smythe H J D, Thompson D J. (1937) Induction of labour by rupture or high puncture of the membranes. *Journal of Obstetrics and Gynaecology of the British Empire* 44: 480–493.’ Note on draft transcript, 11 July 2001.


introduce the 48-hour discharge scheme, which wasn’t directly associated with induction. He first advocated the use of pitocin at St Luke’s Maternity Hospital in 1948, using a solution that had half-to-one unit of pitocin in 540 ml, a pint I believe, and never more than two units, and it was used routinely 24 hours after induction of labour by rupture of the membranes. What probably doesn’t appear in the article is that it was used on a daily basis on occasions, for anything up to five days. Normally patients were allowed some more modest intravenous fluid without pitocin overnight, but it was not unusual for patients to have pitocin drips for five days in a row.

The other interesting thing was the almost total lack of contraindication. It was freely used with what he described as contracted pelvis, grand multiparous, 13 or more deliveries, and he even promised highly multiparous women induction over the weekend, rather than let them deliver at home. They would come into hospital while their husband looked after the children and then hopefully go out again on the Monday morning. It was also used after previous Caesarean section.

There are just two further comments that I thought I might bring to your notice. One is he writes, ‘No obstetrician would sweep and rupture membranes on more than 600 patients a year if he could not rely on the pitocin drip,’ and the other thing that I think, in a historical perspective, is of interest are his comments about fetal heart rates. He says that:

‘It is unfortunate that we have no figures showing how often the fetal heart becomes rapid or irregular during the course of normal labour, but we are confident that with the ordinary, routine, first-stage ward care there need be no untoward anxiety concerning the fetal heart attributable to the pitocin drip. Indeed on not a few occasions, we have treated irregularity and rhythm of the fetal heart by sweeping and rupturing the membranes, giving morphia, and setting up a pitocin drip.’

He then goes on to give two illustrative cases.

I was in consultant practice in the mid-1970s, which was at the peak of active management of labour and induction of labour. Private patients of mine were always delivered on a Wednesday. They were admitted on the Wednesday morning, they had an epidural anaesthetic, rupture of the membranes, ‘pitocin’ [syntocinon] drip, and that left the day for them to labour and for me to do my NHS clinics. When the clinic finished at 5 o’clock, I would go across the road to the maternity hospital, deliver them and then home for tea.

Drife: I would like to continue on with the topics of induction of labour and assisted delivery, because certainly as far as I am concerned, having started as a houseman in

---


103 op. cit. note 101, 651.
1972, they are some of the biggest changes that I have seen in my nearly 30 years or so. I would be interested in hearing from you following on Roger's [Peel] rather dramatic references about the use of oxytocin, whether there was a phase that everyone had to go through of things going wrong, before we reached a stage where things improved, rather reminiscent of the number of maternal deaths that followed the Abortion Act of 1967,104 which eventually saved lives. But there was a phase when the actual therapeutic legal termination introduced as many maternal deaths as the criminal abortion did, and I wondered whether there was a phenomenon of oxytocin causing problems.

Peel: I didn't say things went wrong.

Drife: I know, I am trying to coax other people into saying that things went wrong. Well, a lot of people wish to make a contribution. Iain, let's hear from you first of all.

Chalmers: I was a houseman just two years before you in Cardiff, where Alec Turnbull105 was working, and the attitude to oxytocin and the use of induction there was very dramatic. I think it was partly driven by the results of the British Perinatal Mortality Survey, which showed an upturn in mortality of apparently normally formed babies past term.106 It got to a point where people said, 'Look, there is no difference between 38 weeks and 42 weeks, so once a pregnancy has reached 38 weeks, we might as well get on and induce labour'. With the titration of oxytocin against contractions, which Alec [Turnbull] and Anne Anderson had developed in Aberdeen,107 came a confidence that you could, in fact, achieve delivery in a very high proportion of induced labours. You weren't stuck in the situation where you had the four-day thing that Roger Peel was talking about with Theobald's practice.108 And so you had publications (one by Derek Tacchi,109 for example) promoting the idea that you could have planned delivery and that it would all be tidied away between nine and five. One of the other papers that was quite striking was about induction of labour in conditions of civil strife, by Professor Pinkerton and his colleagues in


108 See page 41.
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Northern Ireland.100 Because of curfews, they decided that they were going to try to work a policy of daylight deliveries. They mentioned that they lost a baby from premature delivery, because the dates had been mistaken. I think that was one of the things that was certainly a problem at that time, because assessing the length of gestation with great confidence really wasn’t possible, and so sometimes people were four weeks out with their dates.

What we showed in some studies done later on that decade, was that the birth weight distribution and the gestational age distribution of Cardiff births had, in fact, shifted as these induction practices had been brought in.111 Alison Macfarlane, looking at trends of deliveries by day of the week, showed that they were increasingly less likely to occur on weekends and bank holidays.112 In fact, I think you predicted when the next bank holiday was going to be declared, didn’t you? [Macfarlane: No, I didn’t.] There was a dip occurring where there wasn’t a bank holiday. Obviously people felt it was time that there was a bank holiday declared then.

Macfarlane: It was the day of the Queen’s Jubilee.113

Chalmers: But one of the other things that was striking was the confusion that existed between acceleration of tardy labour with oxytocin, and induction of labour with oxytocin. There was a sort of ding-dong between O’Driscoll and Turnbull: Turnbull being seen as the promoter of induction of labour and O’Driscoll being seen as more conservative about induction of labour. It only gradually became clear that they were, in fact, talking about different things. One was talking about using oxytocin to end pregnancy, the other was talking about using it to end labour that had started spontaneously.

The wonderful vision of obstetricians being able to live a nine-to-five existence by doing these things was an important part of it. Then one or two things, apart from the premature deliveries, started to come through. There was a letter from two people in Liverpool, in the Lancet,114 suggesting that some of the problems that babies were experiencing with neonatal jaundice might be attributable to oxytocin. More papers were published on that and people started to wonder what might be happening as a consequence of giving oxytocin to all of these women. I remember the report by Cole et al.115 of a controlled trial of routine induction versus selective induction of labour at term. Jean Robinson really pitched into

113 Unpublished data from the Office of Population Census and Surveys showed a dip in numbers of births on the day of the Queen’s Jubilee in 1977.
that. She didn’t like the way that they had interpreted their results. I think it was quite a well-designed trial, but the authors had made more of it than was possible. I remember that Jean was attacked in the correspondence columns, by a doctor who suggested that someone more knowledgeable must have ghost-written her letter. She responded that anyone who has access to a decent library can write a letter like this, and that he shouldn’t imagine that consumers were going to stay out of libraries and leave his lot alone.

Ms Beverley Beech: I don’t feel that we have heard too much of the women’s voices so far and it seems to me that over the decades women’s views of what was happening to them have not come to the fore. It is only recently that we hear far more about what women say. When we are talking about oxytocin, I don’t quite remember now how O’Driscoll’s work fitted in with the drive that was happening over here, but Moira O’Regan in an *Association for Improvements in the Maternity Services Journal* did a very good critique of O’Driscoll’s active management of labour. She showed, in fact, that as the numbers of mothers going into the hospitals in Dublin increased, the length of labour decreased in inverse proportion. In other words they were using oxytocin as a way of getting the women in and out as fast as possible. And it has gone from statements that said, ‘A normal labour lasts 36 hours.’ Following a discussion with the Irish about a month ago a normal labour is apparently now eight hours. I remember in the 1970s someone who came from Newcastle, saying to me that obstetricians have destroyed two generations of women’s confidence in birth. I think that we as a community are collectively destroying women’s confidence in birth. That has gathered momentum and there is this constant thing about risk and danger and problems. I think the drive from the obstetricians’ point of view of trying to do good and help the women who have real problems, has slowly developed into, ‘We must control all birth in one way or another,’ and the technology has been superimposed on everything. Midwives who have been struggling to keep birth normal are having this constant battle.

It concerns me that in the 1970s I was hearing some appalling statements from GPs to women who wanted home births, and we are still hearing them. We have had research since then, showing that home birth for many women is a safe option, and yet we are still getting this hysteria. If we are going to learn anything from history, perhaps we should be looking at the needs of all women and how they can be manipulated into feeding the needs of the profession. I have just been reading Diana Scully’s book, *Men who Control Women’s Health*, I think everybody should read it.

---

but sit down and take a large gin and tonic before you do, because it is quite alarming. Who is driving the kind of interventions that we are seeing – often in the face of clear evidence that it is not beneficial to everybody? Electronic fetal monitoring is a wonderful example of over-used technology, ultrasound is another example; they are grossly overused and we don’t seem to be able to stop that.

**Drife:** Thank you, Beverley. I think it is probably worth, for the record, pointing out for future generations that the number of women obstetricians is about ten per cent or so, certainly not much higher than that, and some of the assumptions in the profession, as you say, about it being all men have been endemic. The change is quite dramatic that is occurring right at the moment, with over 50 per cent of trainees being female and we’d expect to see the gender difference among consultants, you might say belatedly, but certainly starting to change quite soon.

**Flint:** In the 1970s I was not a midwife, I qualified in 1976. At the beginning of the 1970s I was a NCT teacher and was one of the very few NCT teachers in south London. One of the ways that I taught was that induction was a normal way of starting labour, because 50 per cent of the women in my classes were being induced. In the National Childbirth Trust there was huge worry and anxiety about this, because induction of labour for most women was complete agony and they needed much, much more analgesia, they just felt devastated. The thing that I thought was really, really fundamental was an article in *The Sunday Times* by Oliver Gillie about induction of labour that had a huge effect on everybody.\(^\text{121}\) There was also a television programme and I can’t remember what it was called, somebody might remember [From the floor: *Horizon*] and Sheila Kitzinger, also at about the same time, published her *Good Birth Guide*,\(^\text{122}\) which everybody knows [From the floor: It was much later]. But anyway the induction of labour thing, the anachronism of it continues. I wrote an article 18 months ago, probably two years ago, looking at the dose of pitocin given in specific hospitals for inducing labour, and/or for accelerating labour.\(^\text{123}\) And in every hospital, I rang up six labour wards within a radius of about ten miles of me, every single, solitary labour ward had a completely different protocol and a completely different dosage. It was just barmy frankly.

**Drife:** Just before Jean takes the microphone, I must, since there is nobody here from Dublin, say that Dublin and O’Driscoll certainly had a low rate of induction and a low rate of assisted delivery. It is only fair to put that on the record in this particular context that it was the augmentation rate that was high there.

---


Robinson: Could I say that as someone who has been involved in consumer aspects of healthcare for about 40 years, there is no doubt in my mind that it was the dramatic increase in induction of labour which fuelled the consumer movement on childbirth which has continued ever since. It was where we started finding out that by reading the evidence, we could use the medical profession’s own evidence as well, and put it together with ours, to show that we had a case that what they were doing was not logical. I started this in the early 1970s, when I was asked to do a broadcast on Woman’s Hour, it was generally on women’s health. At the end of the programme the producer came up to me and said, ‘Can you tell me about this induction of labour thing, because we are getting so many letters and we are getting really worried about it?’ I was Chair of the Patients’ Association then, and I started with a batch of 200 letters from women about induced labour, which horrified me. Then I went to Clare Rayner and she gave me a further 200 so I had 400 to analyse. I think what this demonstrates is the damage of inadequate research in that you are only looking at limited criteria, limited outcomes, you know whether you get a live baby at the end, what the Apgar score is or whatever.

One of the things they were not measuring was what labour was like for the mother being induced, as against not, and what the mental health of the mother was. On the basis of the letters I got, which gave the first descriptions I had seen of post-traumatic stress disorder, which at that time wasn’t described I think in the literature, and I could only correlate it with First World War shell shock, women describing nightmares, the kind of nightmares where you woke up screaming and flashbacks and so on. I telephoned the Mother and Baby Psychiatric Units around the country, in areas where I knew there was a high induction rate on the basis of published studies, and said, ‘Have your mother and baby admissions gone up?’ They said, ‘It’s funny you should mention that’. I didn’t know at the time that the induction rate in Oxford was 60 per cent. I was getting, ‘We had one midwife who gave birth, who hid in the lavatory in the hospital, ’til she was too far gone to be interfered with, and a woman GP who lied about her dates, so that she wouldn’t be induced.’ So one got the feeling from all this various evidence that things were pretty bad. I went to Alec Turnbull, the Professor of Obstetrics at the time, who had done, of course, a great deal of work on the Cardiff pump and so on, who was a smashing bloke, I mean just smashing. He was so receptive, and when I went back and read the research, I was so impressed in the quality and honesty of his research. In his early research he said, ‘We believe we had one baby that died, and one baby

124 The Patients’ Association, London, represents patients’ interests to government, professional bodies and all organizations involved in health matters.

125 Developed by the American anaesthetist, Virginia Apgar in 1953, this is a score of a newborn’s physical condition based on five measures (heart rate, respiration, muscle tone, colour and reflexive responsiveness) at one minute. A maximum of two points is given for each, often now measured again at five and ten minutes after delivery. See Apgar V. (1953) The Apgar score. A proposal for a new method of evaluation of the newborn infant. Current Researches in Anesthesia and Analgesia 32: 260–267.

126 See note 105.
brain-damaged as a result of this use of oxytocin’. So he was one of the honest guys, and boy, do I respect people like that, who are upfront about the things that go wrong. He asked me to give a talk at the hospital to the obstetricians and midwives, and as a former member of the Regional Board I got access to all the statistics. They said to me, ‘Look this is doing good, our perinatal mortality rate has gone down’. So I analysed the figures and I said, ‘Yes, but the percentage of working class births has gone down, the percentage of high-parity births has gone down, and high-risk births has gone down, so your perinatal mortality would have gone down if your care hadn’t got better and probably even it had got worse’. And the induction rates did come down in Oxford and he was willing to listen, but it was the description from women of what the experience was like.

And the other interesting thing is I could compare the batch of letters I had from Glasgow, the batch of letters I had from Watford, and so on and so forth. And the women who came out with least psychological damage were the ones who had had intensive support from midwives, who said, ‘I had a midwife who had formerly worked on the district, and she supported me, and I couldn’t have got through it otherwise’. And then I realized that you could ameliorate the effects of the technology, when you had these one-to-one midwives, but I knew that things were changing, soon you would have high-tech midwives, and high technology, and the result was going to be disaster. That was how the consumer movement in childbirth started, and we got the confidence from reading the literature and by criticizing the Cole, Howie and Macnaughton trial from Glasgow, which was statistically, I am sorry to say, absolute rubbish. Iain [Chalmers] and I proved it in the letter I wrote, and if we could do that, we knew we could do anything.

Drife: Another throw-away comment is, of course, that one of the fundamental principles of active management according to O’Driscoll was the one-to-one relationship with the midwife as well, which was one of his pillars. [It’s been forgotten when other researchers have tried to replicate his work.] It’s been extraordinarily hard to replicate the results from Dublin, that’s for sure.

But I want to move on in a moment to Elliot [Philipp]. Looking back to 1972, when my introduction to obstetrics was, rupturing the membranes was certainly one of the skills one felt one had developed. It does make one cringe to look back on it, the ability to rupture the membranes however unfavourable the cervix was and to be able to insert either the Drew-Smythe catheter, as you say usually getting blood back rather than amniotic fluid, or to insert a pair of forceps through a very closed cervix. Oddly enough, you were told that that was what was required and you acquired the skill.

128 op. cit. note 115.
You also acquired a lot of skill in the early 1970s in the use of forceps, because limits were set on the duration of the second stage of labour, one hour in a primigravida and half an hour in a multigravida. That meant that a generation of obstetricians now dying out, has extensive experience of instrumental delivery, which fortunately perhaps the succeeding generations won’t have, but it is a problem, because if an instrumental delivery is required now, and these limits are not set and we are only doing instrumental deliveries when they are really necessary, the training is difficult. It is rather, I suppose, embarrassing to admit that some of us benefited from these unjustifiably high intervention rates. I mention that as a wry observation and not as a justification.

**Porter:** Can I just ask a question? It seems to me, standing back from it, not having been a part of it at that time – I had not yet qualified – that, despite the fact that the figures were so astonishingly high for the induction rate in this country, it took a remarkably long time for people to realize that something truly idiotic was happening. Am I wrong, or do people have theories as to why it took so long for the penny to drop?

**Drife:** I think that it would deserve study, the length of time. We are continually being criticized. I was trying to take questions like that last week [Rodney Ledward affair], why did it take so long? I think it’s always embarrassing in retrospect but I go back to my observations of the Abortion Act. It took 15 years from the introduction of the Act to abolish death from criminal abortion and that is, to me, one little indicator of how the timescales that we are working on, when you look back you think, ‘Ridiculous, we should have recognized this immediately’. But I think that there is a phenomenon there that would deserve study and comment, which I see it is going to get. Peter, from you first of all.

**Professor Peter Dunn:** You were asking why it took so long. I think part of the explanation lay in the development of neonatal intensive care in the early 1970s just when obstetric intervention was rocketing upwards. As outcome was largely judged...

---

129 Primigravida – a woman pregnant for the first time. Multigravida – a woman pregnant for the second or subsequent time.

130 Professor James Drife wrote: ‘Rodney Ledward (d. 2001) was a consultant gynaecologist in Kent whose name was erased from the Medical Register in 1998 for serious professional misconduct because an unacceptably high number of his patients had suffered surgical complications. In 2000, an enquiry into the issues raised by his case, chaired by Jean Ritchie QC, found that he had been able to continue practising for several years after local colleagues had raised concerns about his competence.’ Letter to Dr Daphne Christie, 17 July 2001.

131 Professor Peter Dunn FRCP FRCOG FRCPCH DCH (b. 1929) graduated from the University of Cambridge in 1953 and trained in perinatal medicine in Birmingham, San Francisco and then Bristol where he was responsible for the university neonatal service from 1969 to 1988. In 1971 he introduced in the UK continuous positive airway pressure using a Gregory box. His research interests include congenital dislocation of the hip (British Orthopaedic Association Gold Medal) and fetal adaptation to extrauterine life (De Snoo-van’t Hoogerhuigs Medal and Prize). In 1975 he founded the British Association of Perinatal Medicine and was Inaugural President from 1980 to 1984, and Consultant to the World Health Organization (WHO) from 1970 to 1990. He is currently Emeritus Professor of Perinatal Medicine and Senior Research Fellow, University of Bristol. He has recently been elected James Spence Medalist for 2001 by the Royal College of Paediatrics and Child Health. See Christie D A, Tansey E M. (eds) (2001) Origins of neonatal intensive care in the UK. op. cit. note 60.

in terms of perinatal mortality, the success of neonatal care helped to mask the ill effects of obstetric over-intervention. I remember a paper by Richard Beard a few years after Oliver Gillie’s 1974 *Sunday Times* article criticizing meddlesome obstetrics, in which he [Beard] showed a correlation between his reduced induction of labour rate and perinatal mortality.\(^\text{133}\) Professor Chamberlain will remember that paper.

One further point is that I think there is sound evidence that 80 per cent of women do not need any obstetric interference during normal childbirth; they just need psychological support, privacy and a hygienic environment. The problem is that obstetricians, and now to some extent midwives, are mainly trained on the pathology of parturition – the problems of the 20 per cent of women who do need expert help and assistance. I don’t think we will get the balance right in hospital where nearly all deliveries now take place, until we give much greater emphasis to the training of obstetricians and midwives in the normal physiology and psychology of childbirth.

**Chamberlain:** It wasn’t quite as slow as you implied. Two Gillie articles came out in the late summer of 1974, the *Horizon* programme was later.\(^\text{134}\) The national incidence of induction of labour was reduced inside two years. I have often cited it since to students as an example of how you can change things round.

Can I just add one last comment to what has just been said? Absolutely right, Peter’s last comments, we should teach people who are looking after women in labour from the normal end and not from the abnormal end. It is the other part of medicine, but of course we are still old-fashioned.

**Page:** I think one of the reasons it takes so long for things to change is faith and ritual. A lot of what we have undertaken in maternity care has been based on faith and ritual and hasn’t been scientific, this has been a kind of blind spot. I think if we look at the work by O’Driscoll,\(^\text{135}\) who emphasized that a nurse, he called them a nurse, should sit with the woman this distance away [about 8–12 inches]. We have got very good evidence that one of the most important interventions that we could undertake for women is to have a midwife, or in other countries an obstetric nurse, who stays with the woman through the whole of labour. And we are ignoring that evidence still, with an emphasis on more and more active intervention, where in fact the humane interventions might be the most powerful.

---


\(^{135}\) O’Driscoll and Meagher of the National Maternity Hospital, Dublin, introduced their ‘active management of labour’, which provided low rates of obstetrical intervention with a high level of support in labour. See, for example, O’Driscoll K. (1972) Active management of labour. *British Medical Journal* 18: 425. O’Driscoll K, Stronge J M. (1973) ibid. 15: 590. op. cit. note 119.
**Eben:** As one of those more recently qualified obstetricians and gynaecologists and being female, as well as being one of four females in our unit, I feel things have changed. While I would agree that in a way as obstetricians and gynaecologists we have brought it upon ourselves that there has been an understandable backlash by the women we treat, because, I think, we have for a long time ignored what women want. I think part of being an obstetrician is to understand that even if you do want to book an induction, as long as you take the woman along with you and there is a good indication, you can explain that to the woman, and you can follow her through with the support of the midwives. I think her psychological trauma and whatever else is associated with that, can be reduced dramatically, including good care in labour and continuity of care. I think that it is not necessarily the induction, which may well be medically indicated and a very sensible thing, and not just for the purpose of getting the woman delivered at a certain time on a certain day, but on how you establish a partnership with the woman, even if she is being induced, as an obstetrician and as a midwife. I think that it is towards partnership that hopefully obstetrics and midwifery will go, rather than the male domination as previously pointed out.

**Drife:** Do you think it is? I was going to ask you about whether you thought it was because of male obstetricians, *vis-a-vis*, I am not saying ‘against’, but ‘as compared with’ female obstetricians.

**Eben:** I have worked with Professor Chamberlain. I was his senior house officer, and I think it is he and other male obstetricians (maybe this is why he is sitting here), who certainly as males have taught me a lot about patient relationships. I don’t think it has to be male or female, but I think because the profession has been dominated by males and because midwives have mainly been females and patients have been females, there has been this sort of relationship that has been allowed to escalate. So I think that is where the problem has arisen. Traditionally it is in a way easy to blame the male.

**Drife:** Yes. I just think society has changed a bit.

**Donnison:** We have been talking a lot about what is normal, that labour used to be normal at 36 hours, and now it is normal only if it is eight, which is in my mind tommy rot. We are losing the concept of what ‘normality’ means. Normality seems to mean, possibly, what obstetricians say it is. We heard from Philip Steer in the *British Medical Journal* that about two-thirds of births are normal.\(^{136}\) Big deal. Where else in the field of human conflict do you have one-third of anything that is abnormal? I rest my case.

The other point is why did it take so long? Well, it is still going on, it hasn’t stopped, this technological intervention. I was once talking to the secretary of the now-defunct Central Midwives Board,\(^ {137}\) and he said, ‘The trouble is you are no one in this

---


\(^{137}\) The Central Midwives Board was the statutory, regulating body for midwives in England and Wales from 1902 to 1983. It was succeeded by the United Kingdom Central Council for Nursing, Midwifery and Health Visiting.
technological age unless you have a bunch of machines, and obstetricians are disappointed jet pilots’. That is what it is all about. And the midwives follow suit. I remember the old pictures of midwives, where you had her with her birth chair, and then in the 1970s she is advertised in the Midwives’ Journal, there she is beside a machine. And that is what we have to get away from. The despising of the low-tech approach, and we have lost how to deal with difficult situations through psychology. Where else in any difficult situation do you, say, set somebody up for failure? If you are taking an exam you say, ‘Look! Revise, turn the paper over, be careful, and pace yourself in the examination’. If you are running a race, ‘Right, you have done your training and all that! Don’t run too fast, watch your breathing, and you will win; you will succeed.’ But here we say, ‘Let us know when the pain gets too bad.’ You set people up to fail. And we hear, ‘Oh, she’s run out of steam, she can’t do it’. In the next couple of generations, our grandchildren will look back to a super-race of grandmothers who gave birth at home, without anaesthetic, or with ‘gas and air’, but they will think they were stronger than we are, just as I was told in the Canadian hospital in 1955 when I refused an episiotomy, their chained bed, and their scopolamine I think it was, because it made you all funny; ‘English women must be stronger than Canadian women,’ just as we say the ‘natives’ are stronger than ‘civilized’ women. What is normality?

Mrs Janette Allotey: I am a midwife teacher. You are talking a lot about exposure of obstetricians to techniques and about getting back to normality for midwives. And we have a problem with midwives that were trained like I was in the late 1970s, where women were attached to machines and all the students were exposed to was technological hospital birth. Some midwives never had the opportunity to see a home birth, and they are practising now. I think it is those midwives now that feel insecure about offering home birth and supporting mothers, and offering choices around home birth.

138 Dr Jean Donnison wrote: ‘In sixteenth-century midwifery textbooks the midwife is commonly shown sitting on a low stool in front of the parturient who is seated on a birth chair. By contrast, in the 1970s the journal of the Royal College of Midwives (Midwives’ Chronicle), carried advertisements for fetal monitoring machines showing the midwife standing proudly by the machine. The clear message is that the midwife will no longer need her own auscultation skills, a belief that has contributed to the gradual de-skilling of midwives.’ Note on draft transcript, 17 July 2001.

139 Dr Jean Donnison wrote: ‘The East York Hospital, Toronto (a GP unit), where all births were forceps deliveries, complete with routine episiotomy and general anaesthesia. The delivery bed had chains for the mother’s arms, it being said that the anaesthesia used made her throw them about. The only analgesia used was pethidine and nobody had heard of “gas-and-air” machines or seen a normal delivery.’ Note on draft transcript, 17 July 2001.

140 Mrs Janette Allotey (b. 1957) is currently a midwife teacher at the University of Manchester. She is also a part-time PhD student at the University of Sheffield, carrying out historical research into discourses on the female pelvis during birth. She qualified as a midwife in 1980, was appointed a midwifery sister in 1982 and became a teacher in 1992. She has been involved in pre- and postregistration midwifery education and was a Supervisor of Midwives for the West Midlands Regional Health Authority from 1991 to 1999.

141 Mrs Janette Allotey wrote: ‘The definition of “normal birth” has been tremendously “stretched” in the twentieth century. For example, a mother experiencing induction of labour but having a normal vaginal birth will be categorized as “normal”. Similarly, a woman whose labour has been augmented by artificial rupture of membranes and intravenous syntocinon infusion, requiring electronic fetal monitoring via a fetal scalp electrode with possibly an epidural to help with the pain, necessitating an additional intravenous infusion, catheterization of the bladder every two hours followed by vaginal examinations, and perhaps an episiotomy at birth will also be classified as having a “normal delivery”. However, this type of care provides little insight into the natural process of birth. For more on the de-skilling of midwives since 1902, see Clarke R. (1993) The last stand. Nursing Times 89: 36–37.’ Letter to Dr Daphne Christie, 4 December 2000.
As a teacher, I would like to say that now we have problems in facilitating the opportunity for all students to see at least one home birth, that is still not possible for all student midwives, yet in the past it was. Some students are also not getting the opportunity to use the Pinards stethoscope\(^\text{142}\) these days, because of the use of CTGs [cardiotocogram], sonoicads or Doppler machines. Those are the very basic experiences and techniques that we should perhaps be getting back to in midwifery education and practice.

**Cronk:** Why did it take so long? I think it was multifactorial. My first thought was, it was our arrogance, we didn’t like to think that we might have got it wrong, but I don’t think it was only that, I think we were developing and improving the techniques that helped us to get out of the messes we got ourselves into. Caesarean section was getting better and safer, anaesthesia was getting better, we were having epidurals, we could in fact go round to theatre, to get us out of the mess we had got into when we had inadvertently had a disaster when we ruptured the membranes. Maybe not when we had to poke it through a barely dilated cervix. We had much, much better neonatal paediatric care, neonatal units that were getting us out of the mess we had just got ourselves into.\(^\text{143}\) So I think it was multifactorial, but I think there was also that little bit of arrogance where we didn’t like to say that we might have got it wrong.

**Drife:** I think that is a good comment. I think there are two pits that one can fall into, one is the pitfall of too much self-flagellation, and the other is the pitfall of too much flagellation of one’s colleagues. So it is a phenomenon that is interesting to study historically, but I think it has been a rather tortuous learning curve.

**Mrs Jane Evans:**\(^\text{144}\) I am a midwife. I would like to say, and it ties up with what you have just said, that I trained in the mid-1970s as a midwife, and was able to watch women. Women are our greatest teachers. A student midwife if she has a Pinards\(^\text{145}\) in her pocket, they are only four quid, often won’t use it. We have to get out there, use history to learn from. We must learn from it, and by learning we can go back to having

---

\(^{142}\) Mrs Janette Allotey wrote: ‘The Pinards fetal stethoscope: for auscultation of the fetal heart by physical means. The stethoscope is placed over the maternal abdomen at right angles to it, over the point of maximum intensity of the fetal heart and the operator’s ear is placed on the other end to listen and count the number of beats per minute. It is used as a guide to fetal wellbeing.’ Letter to Dr Daphne Christie, 27 June 2001. See Myles M F. (1999) Auscultation, in Bennett V R, Brown L K. (eds) Myles Textbook for Midwives, with Modern Concepts of Obstetric and Neonatal Care, 13th edn. London: Churchill Livingstone, 109–110.


\(^{144}\) Mrs Jane Evans (b. 1953) qualified as SRN at the Middlesex Hospital, London, in 1974 and as SCM in 1976. After working as a midwife within the NHS for 20 years – 13 of which were as a community midwife – she now has her own independent practice and is interested in maintaining midwifery knowledge and skills.

\(^{145}\) See note 142.
the humility to sit and watch a woman labour and allow her to give birth. I have
delivered four babies – they are my own.\textsuperscript{146}

**Savage:** I was just thinking about this question of induction, that I don’t think we
know what the induction rate is today, because a lot of women are induced with
prostaglandins and I don’t think that that is recorded. I wouldn’t be a bit surprised if
you went into hospitals and found the induction rate was well over 20 per cent. I think
that one of the problems that we have had is the statistics, you know like the fact that
we had GP maternity units, when all the deliveries were being done by midwives. Why
didn’t we have deliveries by midwives recorded by our government statistics?

I was induced for my second baby, oil, bath and enema [‘OBE’], I gave myself,
although I didn’t give the enema, oil and a bath, but that was what we used to use, oil,
bath and enema. Then we gave pitocin injections, and they never worked, so I had the
pitocin injections, and then they did the ARM [artificial rupture of membranes]. I was
waiting for the pitocin drip, but I kept really quiet so that they wouldn’t notice, and
then I managed to deliver without having the drip. I also had a baby in the States, and
the obstetrician turned to the obstetric nurses and said, ‘Well that’s a normal delivery’,
because they had never seen a woman who hadn’t had an epidural or forceps, and you
know we are always 20 years behind the States aren’t we? Then we take things up and
do them worse than they do in the States. But we have reached the point now where
we are going to reach the same rate of Caesarean section as the Americans unless we
are extremely careful. We have a whole generation of young obstetricians who are
muddled up about choice and muddled up about litigation, and they haven’t learnt
like we did.\textsuperscript{147} I trained when the maternal mortality rate wasn’t terrific like it was
when I was born, but there wasn’t much we could do and what we had to learn to do
was to deal with our own internal anxiety, and we learnt how to do that. The
youngsters haven’t learnt how to do that, and if you haven’t got obstetricians on the
labour ward who have learnt how to do that, the introduction of obstetricians into the
labour ward may well fuel the section rate even more. All the evidence is that if you
have a well-supported woman there is a reduction in intervention, in terms of both
forceps and Caesarean section, and whether we can turn this round, I think, is a very
moot point, because we now have a generation of young women who don’t

\textsuperscript{146} Mrs Janette Allotey wrote: ‘Students tend to learn by exposure to experiences and by example. From personal
observations in two large teaching maternity hospitals (between 1970 and 1980), where sufficient CTG
(cardiotocograph) machines were purchased to provide almost all women in labour with a machine, learning
opportunities for students were restricted. Students were often asked in this era of task-orientated care, to “put a
lady on the monitor”. In busy labour wards indirectly supervised students found a quick way of locating the fetal
heart by moving the transducer around without first attempting to identify the precise fetal position by abdominal
examination and auscultation. Once women were strapped up to monitors, their movements may have been
restricted in order to avoid loss of contact to the CTG transducer, resulting in poor quality traces for which
midwives were chastised. In this scenario a student would not dream of moving the monitor straps to perform an
abdominal examination and auscultation using a Pinards stethoscope; although the stethoscopes were available

\textsuperscript{147} See, for example, Al-Mufti R, McCarthy A, Fisk N M. (1996) Obstetricians’ personal choice and mode of
I understand that they can deliver normally. I was talking to two journalists about Cherie Blair, and neither of them had had babies, and it became a teaching session, this article that finally came out in the *Daily Mail*. They had not realized that women could have a baby normally after a Caesarean section, but they were also not really sure that a woman could have a baby normally, and so somehow we have to get the media, because the media are very powerful, and these young journalists they all move in those sort of circles where they don’t have real lives, if you know what I mean.

I just want to say one thing about the 1974 Gillie articles and that is that nobody has mentioned the march to the Royal Free Hospital. When Yehudi Gordon was letting women adopt the position they wanted and his professor didn’t want the position, there was a huge march up Pond Street. That was really very important as well to make women realize that they could stand up and be counted and it would make a difference, and it did.

**Drife:** Let’s move on to Elliot’s introduction into obstetric analgesia and anaesthesia.

**Philipp:** Thank you very much indeed for asking me to start the ball rolling on obstetric pain relief. In the 1950s when I got my first obstetric consultant job, that was at Oldchurch Hospital in Romford, and we had about 2000 or more deliveries in the hospital and, listen to it, 2000 deliveries at home. So home deliveries were then common. The reason was we had no beds; not enough beds and the reason why we didn’t have enough beds, is that we never thought of early discharge; we kept them in I don’t know how long, a week, ten days, and therefore the rest were delivered at home. I will go a little later into home deliveries.

My senior colleague at Romford, was the late John Watt, to whom I owe everything, because he really taught me everything about midwifery. I had been a senior registrar at three London teaching hospitals before I got out to Romford, but I had never been at the sharp end of midwifery in a big, big way. Watt was a tremendous fan of spinal anaesthetics, set up by the obstetrician. The senior house officers, or registrars, or consultants, set up their own spinal anaesthetics. The way we did it was very crude. We got the women to lean forward against the lump that was her pregnant uterus, and sometimes this was supplemented by a pillow underneath her pregnant uterus, so we got a curve on the back. We then did a spinal tap, I don’t know at exactly what level, I think about L4 or 5, and we had an open

---

148 Cherie Blair, barrister and wife of the British Prime Minister, Tony Blair, gave birth to her fourth child on 30 May 2000. The birth was a natural one and straightforward. At her age of 45 it was anticipated that the birth would be by Caesarean section.

149 op. cit. note 121.

150 Mrs Wendy Savage wrote: ‘Pond Street in Hampstead, London, where the Royal Free Hospital is located. The Professor there was Ian Craft.’ Note on draft transcript, 9 August, 2001. The Royal Free protest was in 1982. See Protest organized against Royal Free’s policy. London rally in support of natural methods, *The Times*, 5 April 1982.

151 Mr Elliot Philipp wrote: ‘Mr John Dickie Watt FRCOG (1915–1995) was Consultant Obstetrician and Gynaecologist at Wanstead Hospital and then Oldchurch Hospital, Romford. He was a pioneer in the use of ultrasound.’ Note on draft transcript, 27 June 2001.

152 In the space between the fourth and fifth lumbar vertebrae.
phial of cocaine-like derivative, I think it was novocaine or bupivacaine, but there again I am not quite sure which one. It was a common one when I went there, we changed a little bit over the years. We let the spinal fluid drip into this phial, we put a spigot into the spinal tap, so that it didn’t go on leaking, and then we stirred it all up in the phial and so we added about 2 or 3 ml of cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) to dissolve the local anaesthetic, which we then injected back up the needle. And it was very, very effective. We were able to do forceps, we were able to do breech extractions, and occasionally, but very, very rarely, the babies popped out before we got the instruments on. If we couldn’t get the baby out, of course there was a terrible temptation to pull too hard. I once pulled really too hard, because the analgesic was so good, and I actually pulled the baby out and damaged its brain. Apart from that we had very little in the way of troubles. We thought that we had done enough to be able to publish this technique and we published 2650, or a little bit more, cases of spinal anaesthetic for forceps and breech deliveries in the Journal of Obstetrics and Gynaecology of the British Empire. How things have changed! The journal’s title has changed very much. We thought that we had not had any maternal mortality, but then it was drawn to our attention that one woman had died after getting home, but I don’t think that it was due to the spinal. I don’t know why she died, we didn’t follow that case up as we should have done. When you put a spinal in, you drop the patient’s blood pressure, and so we had to have somebody on each side to hold her up.

One of the things I regretted then and I still regret was that we didn’t allow male partners into the labour ward. The reason was very simple, there weren’t any lavatories for men and that was the absolute excuse! The midwives were much more against having male partners in than the doctors were. Anyhow we delivered all these babies. I was very worried once or twice when I saw some dust coming down from the ceiling into the open phials, I had to discard them. We never had any case of septicaemia, I can’t understand why we didn’t, it would have been disastrous if we had infected the spinal fluid. We did episiotomies, and occasionally, just occasionally, we went on to a Caesarean section. We had a very good anaesthetic department there and the spinal anaesthesia was supplemented sometimes with inhalation and general anaesthesia.

What was wrong with spinals? What was wrong was a 40 per cent headache rate; and the headaches sometimes persisted for weeks, for months, and on one or two occasions for years, and that really was the great thing against it.

Later on, when I had moved to the City of London Maternity Hospital Michael


154 Mr Elliot Philipp wrote: ‘The journal is currently called the British Journal of Obstetrics and Gynaecology. In the 1950s it was called the British Journal of Obstetrics and Gynaecology of the British Empire. In between it was called the Journal of Obstetrics and Gynaecology of the British Commonwealth.’ Letter to Dr Daphne Christie, 25 June 2001.
Pugh came and joined me. Michael Pugh had made a very nice film, not a video, it was a film of caudal anaesthesia. Caudal anaesthesia, of course, is a very low epidural, nothing else at all. It was very effective and there were a lot of women delivered with instruments under caudal anaesthesia.

Dame Josephine Barnes and I, worked very closely together. We had both been assistants with Will Nixon at University College Hospital, London. She was very interested indeed in pethidine and did a lot of research on pethidine. So we learnt how to put pethidine into intravenous drips that we had going. If the woman had a lot of pain and we thought she need not have a spinal, we put the pethidine, 100 mg, into the drip and let it work faster or slower, according to the patient’s need for pain relief.

We were then approached by the National Birthday Trust Fund to try to find out what the best inhalation was, for pain analgesia; on the wards and for midwives to use in their patients’ homes. Nobody knew at that time what the percentage of gas and oxygen should be. We had been giving gas-and-air analgesia on the wards and on the district, but that is really a form of asphyxia, because you deprived the woman of oxygen, so it was very important we thought, to give oxygen, we didn’t know the quantities. We each had a machine called the Lucy Baldwin machine. It was called a Lucy Baldwin machine because Lucy Baldwin had been one of the founders of the National Birthday Trust Fund. This was a modified dental machine. Independently, although we did consult one another occasionally, we were driven to the answer that it should be 50 per cent gas and 50 per cent oxygen. When I say we were driven, it was the midwives who told us, because the midwives were the people who were watching the women in labour and had seen what gave them most relief without asphyxiating them, or leaving them without control. If

155 Mr Michael Pugh FRCS FRCOG is a retired Consultant Obstetrician and Gynaecologist, formally at the Hospital for Women, Soho Square, the Royal Northern Hospital, the City of London Maternity Hospital, and later at the Whittington Hospital, London.

156 Pugh M. (1967) Continuous Caudal Analgesia in Obstetrics. Copenhagen, Denmark: ASTRA Film Library.

157 Dame Josephine Barnes CBE FRCP FRCS FRCOG (1912–1999) was Consultant Gynaecologist at Charing Cross Hospital and Elizabeth Garrett Anderson Hospital, London, and was President of the British Medical Association and Vice-President of the Royal College of Obstetricians and Gynaecologists.


159 Professor William Nixon FRCS FRCOG (1903–1966) was Professor of Obstetrics and Gynaecology, University of London, and Director of the Obstetric Unit, University College Hospital, London, from 1946. Mr Elliot Philipp was first assistant in his department at University College Hospital in 1950–51.


161 Mr Elliot Philipp wrote: ‘Lady Baldwin was the wife and then widow of Stanley Baldwin, later Lord Baldwin of Bewdley, Earl Baldwin of Bewdley in 1961, and Prime Minister in 1923, 1926, and from 1935 to 1937. Lucy Baldwin was Vice-Chairperson of the National Birthday Trust Fund from its foundation. She was very interested in maternal mortality and helped to start the National Birthday Trust Fund in 1928 to “solve the problem of maternal mortality”. At the time of its foundation the maternal mortality rate was five per 1000 deliveries.’ Note on draft transcript, 22 June 2001.
you put it up to 60 per cent gas we lost control of the woman. That was the reason why we had to bring it down to 50 per cent. I don’t know whether the Entonox machine still exists. The Entonox machine was made in its thousands, made in tens of thousands, as a result of the work that Josephine and I did, completely independently. She did it in Kingsbury of all places. She had an appointment at a small maternity hospital out there and that’s where she got the midwives to cooperate in this with her and that was the unit that the former President of the Central Midwives Board, Sir Arnold Walker had. She took over from him. I think things have come round in a way, the circle doesn’t quite meet; but it’s even better than meeting; because now the combination of epidurals and spinal together is a very, very effective form of pain relief. I think that not all women should have inhalation anaesthetic; and you can do Caesars very well indeed without. I don’t know how many of you do your Caesars under combined epidural and spinal, but at our Whittington unit they do that very, very effectively.

I want to go a little bit back to these attendants who were holding the women up. We have fought very hard, I fought very hard, to try to get partners, male partners, into the labour ward; but it was an absolute uphill struggle, until I managed to persuade one of our top midwife sisters that this was a good thing. And then she got the top midwifery job at, I think, the Central Middlesex Hospital. She came back to me and she said, ‘Can you talk to my consultants and say having male partners in the labour ward is a very good thing?’ That’s how we were responsible at the time for bringing male partners into the labour ward.

It is really incredible to me that this present high Caesarean section rate should have occurred. But, of course, the seriously high Caesarean section rate now is partly so because the man can stand by his conscious wife’s head while she is having her Caesar, and in fact they do this, as you know. I think this is partly due to the wonderful spinal.

I must talk a little bit about open ether. With 2000 deliveries in the home, we had to have a very good flying squad and we did have a very good flying squad. We had an anaesthetist who came out, either a consultant or a registrar, or occasionally a senior house officer, to the patient’s homes. And the anaesthetic of choice was open ether. That had a great disadvantage because we thought the fire in the grate had to be put out, before we could use the ether. I remember very well going out to do a manual removal of placenta in a caravan in a snowy field outside Romford, and the anaesthetist said, ‘All right if she’s in a hurry, I will get on with it despite the fire’. I sat down to do the removal, on to the grate! Open ether was the anaesthetic of choice and I think that says enough just to start your ball rolling. I would just like to add one thing and that is that we always took group O negative blood, two units of blood, with the flying squad, wherever we went.

162 Sir Arnold Walker Kt CBE FRCS FRCOG (1897–1968) was Consultant Gynaecologist at the West London Hospital from 1939 to 1959. He was Chairman of the Central Midwives Board from 1946 to 1967.
163 See Professor Whitfield’s contribution on page 41.
164 See note 59.
Drife: I noticed a number of heads nodding as you mentioned some of the machines and I am told by the body language of the man in the back row that the Entonox machines are still in action.

Peel: I can remember as a house surgeon, in a car on the way to the patient’s home, being taught how to give an anaesthetic and that was with ethyl chloride and ether, and it went very well. One of its greatest advantages was that with ether the patient rarely went to sleep, so as they wriggled around on the bed, they normally coughed and when they coughed, of course, they emptied their bladder, and when they emptied their bladder, the placenta delivered. But times did change and then it was decided that we must have an anaesthetist with us when we went out on the flying squad and by then I was a consultant. I can remember on one occasion doing three flying squads in a day, but on this particular occasion we went to a GP maternity home and the anaesthetic registrar who was there intubated the patient. We then found that there wasn’t a connection to put between the endotracheal tube and the anaesthetic machine, so he finished up blowing down the endotracheal tube, so as to maintain an oxygen supply to the patient. So simply because you bring a specialist with you, it doesn’t necessarily mean that things improve.

Chalmers: I just want to add another ‘open ether’ anecdote which relates to someone whom both Elliot Philipp and Sandy Cavenagh knew quite well – my father, Hamish Chalmers. In 1990, I drove him to the north of Scotland, where, half a century earlier, he had been one of two obstetricians based in Inverness. They had to cover all the territory from Elgin in the east, all of Caithness, all of the Western Isles, down to Fort William across to Dalwhinny. That was their parish, as it were. As we were driving down past Lairg, Hamish recalled an instance when he had been called out to a delivery. A tinker family had attracted the attention of a train driver the previous day. A woman was in labour, in difficulties, on a tarpaulin in a tent. This must have been about 1948, I suppose. It was a Sunday, so there were no trains operating. So they steamed up an engine and put Hamish in the cab with his open ether and his forceps and whatnot. The engine stopped at the point where the tinker tent was, Hamish went inside, and he used open ether to anaesthetize the woman himself (presumably he got one of the tinker family to keep the spray going). She had a transverse lie, she was a grand multip and so he did an internal version and extracted the baby by the breech. The mother refused to come into hospital after this (he felt that she might deserve a rest); and so after staying with her for a few hours, they steamed up the engine again and took him back to Lairg.

Chamberlain: Can I remind the younger members here of pethidine which you recall was made in the war for the German armed forces. At the end of the war we took over that corner of Germany as part of the reparations and we got pethidine in Britain. For the first 18 months, it was not considered to be an addictive drug and it was sold

---

165 Professor Geoffrey Chamberlain wrote: ‘The Allied blockade on Germany in the Second World War was very effective. Amongst other products, it blocked the supply of opium and morphine to Germany. This stimulated their chemists to work hard developing pethidine, which had already been described. It proved a valuable analgesic and was then used by front-line troops if injured.’ Note on draft transcript, 17 June 2001.
over the counter. People who had recurrent pain would go and buy tablets or even injections if they wanted to. One of the recurrent pains is dysmenorrhea and those in the know, (i.e. midwives and female doctors), used to buy pethidine then quite openly and quite legally for the dysmenorrhea. I am sorry to have to finish on a sad note, but there were 900 pethidine addicts made in just over 18 months. The authorities suddenly realized this, put it on the dangerous drug list, and the rest of the story you know; pethidine, super though it was, was addictive for recurrent use. This is not true for pain relief in labour, no one was going to end up an addict in labour.\textsuperscript{166}

\textbf{Cronk:} I remember the 25 mg tablets for dysmen, it was wonderful. I also remember open ether, open chloroform, because in Glasgow tenement houses you had box beds.\textsuperscript{167} You put the woman across the box bed to put on forceps with that canvas, lithotomy harness we had, and I remember crawling into the back of box beds and given open chloroform from a Schimmelbusch’s mask,\textsuperscript{168} dripping it on and, ‘A bit tight this end, sister’ and you tipped it on, ‘A bit blue this end, sister’, you took it off. And the amazing thing was that the woman survived and so did the babies. I was often fairly anaesthetized.

\textbf{Loudon:} Can I just say a word on open ether? The first Professor of Anaesthetics in the world was Robert Macintosh at Oxford.\textsuperscript{169} He used to lecture me as a student. And one of the things was a demonstration and a talk and he said, ‘You will hear from obstetricians and GPs that if you are going to use open ether, you must put the fire out. This is total nonsense, it is perfectly safe, open ether. Ether and oxygen is explosive, ether and air is not’ and then he carried out a series of experiments to show this, ending up with a magnificent dramatic explosion of ether and oxygen. But it is apparently, according to him, and he was a reliable guy, it is a myth, you don’t have to put the fire out if you are using ether.

\textbf{Drife:} Could I make a boring interjection at this point? Just to say that for all the safety of the ether, chloroform and so on, one of the staggering achievements I think of one specialty in the last 20 years has been the fact that maternal deaths from anaesthesia, which were 20 in a triennium or more than 20 in a triennium when I graduated in 1971, have been reduced to a single death, a \textit{single death}, in the whole of


\textsuperscript{167} Mrs Mary Cronk wrote: ‘These were double beds built into a recess in the kitchen and therefore had a wall on three sides. They were quite high as there was often a truckle-bed stored underneath which was pulled out at night for the children.’ Note on draft transcript, 15 May 2001.

\textsuperscript{168} See note 65.

the three-year period, 1994, 1995, and 1996. For all that we grumble about anaesthetists being fussy and moaning at us and holding us up when we want to get on and do things, I think that their achievement in making anaesthesia almost totally safe from the women's point of view is one of the staggering achievements of the last 30 years. So I wanted to make that point.

Savage: I don’t think we could leave without mentioning Grantly Dick-Read and the whole psychoprophylaxis, Lamaze and all those other ways of dealing with the pain of labour. I think it is sad that people seem to have forgotten all that movement, apart from a tiny proportion.

Fisher: When I first qualified as a midwife, it was absolutely assumed that women would need pain relief and you had done a bad job if you hadn't made sure that she had pethidine, and certainly she had to have the gas afterwards. And local health authorities would vie with each other to say, ‘We have provided the Minnitt gas and air machine to all our midwives’, and for the first ten years I was practising there were only three reasons for women not receiving inhalation analgesia: one was that it was a BBA [born at home before the arrival of the district midwife]; one was that there was no time to set it up; and the third was, ‘Woman refused’, and it took me ten years to get the other category, which was that it was not required.

Flint: I run an independent midwifery practice in London. I was very pleased and touched to be asked to talk about the increasing status and responsibility of midwives. I am sure that people will disagree with some of the things I say and will need an opportunity to say so. I thought I would just do a little gentle amble through my own personal experiences of midwifery over the years.

One of the other things that I would like flag up is that I think it is really sad that Sheila Kitzinger is not here, who has had such an effect on the history of maternity care and who is an absolute mine of knowledge on our history.

I was introduced to midwifery when I was eight years old. It was 1949, when my mother’s fourth child was born at home. My mother had a very, very negative view of midwives, she thought they were very bossy, and irritable sort of women, and she didn’t like them at all. She was having her fourth baby at home, and she begged her GP to be there, to protect her from the midwives. But for me, it entered my

---


171 Dr Grantly Dick-Read (1890–1959) was a gynaecologist in private practice in London from 1923 to 1948 and developed the concept of ‘natural childbirth’. His publications Natural Childbirth (1933) and Revelation of Childbirth (1942) focused attention on ‘fear-tension-pain’ syndrome and its relief by relaxation.

172 Ms Sheila Kitzinger MBE (b. 1929) was the Course Team Chairman in the Open University from 1981 to 1983 and received the Writers’ Fellowship Award from the Rockefeller Foundation in 1988. She was a member of the editorial board of the Midwives Information and Resource Service, National Childbirth Trust, and Chairperson, Foundation for Women’s Health Research and Development, from 1985 to 1987. op. cit. notes 122 and 175.
consciousness, it was just so magical, the birth of this divine baby, that I then decided that I wanted to be a midwife and that I wanted to have babies of my own.

So I started my midwifery training in 1964 after having trained as a nurse by mistake, because I didn’t realize that you could actually do it without. I don’t remember much about my midwifery training, because I did Part I which was six months, but I can remember that midwives couldn’t give local anaesthetic and we had to call the houseman if anybody needed a local anaesthetic, and also that every woman had an intact perineum. I thought for years why did that happen, and I think it was probably because women were always examined in the left lateral, nobody went foraging up their vaginas to see whether there were any vaginal tears, they just looked at the actual perineum, so they saw no grazes, no nothing, and so they all had intact perineums and I think there was a point in that frankly.

I had my first baby in 1965, I had him at home, like 30 per cent of other women around me did. One of the reasons I had him at home was because I wanted my husband to be there, I didn’t think I could do it without him and I think that was right. The midwife I had was wonderful. I have already described the fact that she didn’t do vaginal examinations, she was also deaf, so she couldn’t listen with a Pinards stethoscope. I also had some knowledge of midwifery. She was very, very encouraging and lovely, but she was called ‘nurse’ and she didn’t like you to call her anything else, she was nurse, and that fascinated me. I didn’t continue on my midwifery training until 1975, which I found absolutely horrendous, it was probably the most traumatic experience in my whole life. Women being induced, women in agony all over the place, I found it just quite, quite frightful, and a general disregard for women. I felt as if I was mad some of the time, it was just horrible. In 1976 there were several midwives around then who obviously felt the same. Because in 1976 there was a letter in The Sunday Times which said, ‘We are disillusioned student midwives, we have come to England because we want to learn to be real midwives, and we are so disillusioned and so distressed’. It was a letter sent by Marianne Scruggs from the United States, from Judy Rogers, who was Canadian, and I think Lidwyn Dury who was Australian, and they set up the Association of Radical Midwives. I didn’t go to the first meeting, I think I went to the second. No, Mary Cronk went to the second. I think I went to the third, but anyway it was magical, the recognition among each other was just so exciting, and we all felt that we were on the same side and we felt that women were really being screwed up and pushed around and it was horrible for them.

At the same time the women’s movement was growing, the National Childbirth Trust was growing, Sheila Kitzinger’s book The Experience of Childbirth rang a chord in many, many people. It was beautiful, her writing was absolutely wonderful and at the

---


174 The Association of Radical Midwives (ARMS) started in 1976 and included midwives, student midwives and others in the UK committed to improving the maternity care provided by the NHS.

same time, or just after that, independent midwives were re-emerging. I say re-emerging, because at one time obviously all midwives were independent midwives and for many years the Director of Midwifery Services at King’s College Hospital had been an independent midwife, Dora Henschell. She had travelled to people’s homes and lived with them for a month, delivered their baby, and she was an inspiration and always a very exciting person to know, and lovely. And there was one independent midwife I remember well, Judy Graham. I remember talking to her when I was a student midwife and saying, ‘Eventually I want to be a community midwife, how long did you stay in the hospital before you went out?’ She said, ‘Six months’ and I said, ‘Oh, six months, that wasn’t very long, how did you get your experience?’ She said, ‘My experience after six months was that women couldn’t give birth and their bodies were totally, totally, inept’. She said, ‘I thought if I stayed any longer that I would be completely destroyed so I came out’. So I was very lucky and I got a job as a community midwife without ever having had any experience except being a student midwife. I had a year off to save my sanity, but that was it. At this time the Royal College of Midwives was virtually invisible. I mean midwives were invisible. When you said to people I am training to be a midwife or I am a midwife, people would say, ‘Oh yes. I like lots of tea bags, because I am a midwife you see’. My children use to die of embarrassment, I have to say. But our strategic plan was to speak all the time about midwifery and being a midwife, to write as much as you can, to challenge every article that came up or every letter that came up, to join the Royal College of Midwives, and ginger it up and be part of it, and get it taken forward. I think one of the most important things that the Association of Radical Midwives did was to write a document called The Vision.\footnote{Association of Radical Midwives. (1986) \textit{The Vision – Proposals for the Future of the Maternity Services}. Ormskirk: The Association of Radical Midwives. See also Towler J, Bramall J. (1986) The midwife’s renewed battle for survival. In \textit{Midwives in History and Society}. Beckenham: Croom Helm Ltd, 247–287.} Marianne Scruggs was a very visionary woman, extraordinarily visionary, and she predicted the National Health Service deteriorating as it is now. She said it’s no good just sitting here moaning, we have to discover where we want to go, and we will spend a weekend together. The weekend was at my house, everybody came and stayed at my house, and my husband went and stayed with my mother, and I bought a six-slice toaster so that everybody could have toast and things. Everybody had to have written to her [Marianne], before they were allowed to come, to say where they wanted midwifery
to be in ten years’ time, and the whole basis of that document was that the mother is the focus of the care, that the relationship between the mother and the midwife is fundamental, that women want choice, they want continuity and they want to be in control and I think you have all heard those words before. That little document, which was sponsored by somebody’s mother who gave £1000 so that we could produce it, and which was sent to every MP, and to the Royal College of Midwives, Royal College of Nursing and the Royal College of Obstetricians and Gynaecologists, had a huge, huge push.

The other thing, of course, which had a push was Sheila Kitzinger’s *Good Birth Guide*,\(^\text{177}\) which I think was a seminal piece of work, because it made everybody so angry, and underlined the fact that we provide a service for women, that we are not doing them a favour by looking after them. That was so outrageous when it came out, because nobody had even considered that before I don’t think. I am talking mainly about the Association of Radical Midwives, I think the Association of Radical Midwives then galvanized the Royal College of Midwives. I am going to stop now, because by now I should have fired-up other people.

**Drife:** I don’t know whether any of the current or previous Presidents of the Royal College of Midwives would agree with that analysis or whether they wish to say something.

**Smith:** I would like really to comment as a GP because certainly in my experience the degree of independent thought of the midwife or how committed they are to the patient seem to go hand in hand in many ways. Certainly I have seen a range of hospital and community midwives over the past 15 years caring for women, and it seems to me that there’s a wide range, but a number of them certainly are very committed to providing one-to-one care, being available, and providing continuity. Others, at the other end, want a nine-to-five job, and there’s a wide range in between. And one of the things that I feel sad about is some of the midwives whom I have spoken to want to provide greater continuity, particularly community midwives, and their management won’t let them. They have to be on call on a fixed-rota system and they are not insured, they are definitely told not to be available to your women. I think that is very sad that it has come to that stage in some places.

**Drife:** Certainly I found that my brief experience on the UK Central Council Midwifery Committee\(^\text{178}\) made me realize that there are many different strands of opinion within midwifery and it’s not as it seems, simply a matter that ‘the midwives say this’. The internal discussions within midwifery were interesting to hear. What I

\(^{177}\) op. cit. note 122.

took from what Caroline [Flint] just said is the kind of self-belief and vision that a group of midwives had of being proactive and maybe some of us can learn from that in these beleaguered times as well.

**Muirhead:** I think we have to view the resurgence of what Caroline saw as midwifery in the context of how we have seen the medicalization of women during the 1970s, because there is no doubt about it, we are talking about the increased status of midwives. Once women went into hospital and booked under consultants, the midwifery profession started its decline. It’s very easy with hindsight to see that. My generation who have to bear the scars of that, were so busy doing the job at the time, that we didn’t see it happening. The radical midwives possibly saw it happening and they are to be congratulated for that. But really the wheel is going almost full circle, the sort of midwifery that we want to provide for women today is the sort of midwifery we had pre-Peel, where we are acknowledged as the practitioners who will look after the majority of women who will be normal. I certainly think there is a movement in midwifery that wants certainly to acknowledge that all women should be looked after, we are not just to be with the women who are normal, and although we want to look after the vast majority of them on our own, we also will join a multidisciplinary team and look after women who are not normal. So I think what the radical midwives did was to highlight for us the ground that we had lost and they provided for us a spearhead, some saw us as aggressive Rottweilers and we all know how aggressive we were, but if your profession has been denuded, then obviously to try to claw it back you have to make a fuss, and a fuss has been made. I think we have moved along that scale, but certainly we have a long way to go.

**Wheeler:** In some ways perhaps I am an invisible midwife and have been an invisible midwife for the last 30 years or so, of an invisible college or so it sounds. I wonder what I have done for the last years. I think that from Peel there is no doubt that with the place of delivery changing, or the emphasis on the place of delivery changing into hospital, not only the role of the midwife diminished, but the role of women diminished, and the whole of that era resulted in great change.

I also acknowledge what the Association of Radical Midwives did, but nevertheless I was on the Council of the Royal College of Midwives, and they worked for change. I knew a lot of midwives who were working to get good care, women-centred care. I was perhaps fortunate working with somebody called Peter Wheeler, whom you may know, whom I subsequently married, and certainly in that unit midwives were recognized for what they could do, midwives and consultants worked together in many hospitals in this country. I wouldn’t want it to go on the record that nowhere were there midwives who were interested in women-centred care, listening to women, and that was role that I did throughout my professional life.

---
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Fisher: Just to say that I now can’t remember the dates, but once upon a time, I was paid a salary for doing my job and my job was to care for the mothers who were allocated to me. Once we started being paid extra for being on call, for weekends, the cost went up, and as the cost went up so the people who managed us, reorganized the service, made groups larger, didn’t allow us to be on call. I think it did a lot to affect the way midwives worked.

Drife: Certainly if I could just say one of the strange periods of my life, looking back on it, was when in 1972, 1973, 1974, I, as the newly entered obstetrician, the senior house officer and registrar, was expected to give orders to people like Molly Staples, who had been in midwifery for 30 years, and had seen more than I will ever see. It was an awkward situation for both of us. It’s quite easy to say now, this is all wrong, but if you are in the situation where you are, as it were junior lieutenant, it takes a very special person, which I was not, to realize what was going on to begin with. It took quite a while for us juniors sometimes to learn the hard way how to value the experience. And yet some people learned intuitively, but we weren’t told how to do that. We like to think now that we tell the juniors that you are learning from the midwives, but it wasn’t spelt out to us in terribly clear terms in those days, so it was an awkward phase until we worked out how best to live through it.

Evans: I am interested that we have got round to this again. Earlier on in the afternoon we were talking about working together and what a good experience that is. Now it strikes me, listening to all this and having lived through it too, that the problem may have come with intervention in the natural process and lack of respect. There’s one profession deeming to know more than another profession and not respecting that other profession. If we can lose that somehow, then we may have a way forward to a place where we can all appreciate each other’s skills and each other’s specialities.

The other thing that concerned me is that of obstetric analgesia. We seem to have skidded over that, analgesia and anaesthesia. Wendy talked about Grantly Dick-Read’s movement. Why there is such a huge rate of epidurals now? Why is it that women have no knowledge, and we as professionals do not seem to be acknowledging either the problems that can come with epidural anaesthesia? It seems to be the answer to everything. Yes, it makes it very easy to do a Caesarean section, it does not make it very easy for a woman to give birth to her baby. We must find the balance somehow, by looking at what happened in history, and again stepping back and appreciating each other’s strengths.

---

180 Professor James Drife wrote: ‘Molly Staples was the Senior Midwife on the labour ward in the Simpson Memorial Maternity Pavilion, Edinburgh, when I began training in 1973 as a senior house officer (SHO) in obstetrics. At that time midwives were expected to report any concerns to the Senior Midwife, who then reported, if necessary, to a junior doctor. This could mean that a midwife with many years of experience had to await a decision from an SHO with only a few weeks’ or months’ experience in the specialty.’ Letter to Dr Daphne Christie, 17 July 2001.

181 See note 171.
Drife: Thank you. The reason that we are skidding past some things in an unsatisfactory way is that I can see the clock and you can’t.

Eben: I certainly learnt how to deliver a baby from midwives and I never felt too proud. I think that is what you are referring to in a way as a young doctor to learn from the people who quite clearly had been doing it for a long time and were much better than we were. I think it is what hopefully is being taught to new medical students. I certainly know that within our unit, there is a strong move towards multidisciplinary teaching, and there is now a move in medical schools, and for junior doctors to be taught with other disciplines, so that you learn not to approach particularly a problem on the labour ward where one profession is allowed to dominate the other one, which I think that has been a problem in the past.

I have to speak very briefly about analgesia, if I may, and epidurals. I know there is a high epidural rate, and I know that my grandmother spent 38 hours with the birth of her first child and my mother spent about 24 hours giving birth to me as an undiagnosed breech at 43 weeks’ gestation. And I have had three babies with epidurals, totally normally, with midwife deliveries, and I have enjoyed every moment of it, and I have to be very honest, it was great.

Drife: Honesty is what it is all about.

Peel: I was glad Margaret Brain [Wheeler] commented about the cooperation between midwives and consultants, because Caroline’s description of the radical midwife was something completely foreign to what was happening in some other parts of the world. I learnt from a midwife as a junior, but equally I learnt from midwives as a consultant and valued their opinions and very often it was as a consultant that one offered the technical expertise that is so despised and yet so very often necessary, but as to whether in fact it was a good idea to use it, was very often as a result of listening to the midwives. I think it is wrong to give the impression in a historical document like this that there was always opposition between midwives and consultants, because I don’t think it is true.

Cronk: I totally support that and I probably trained before one profession dominated the other. I have a vivid memory as a pupil midwife in Queen Charlotte’s Hospital, circa 1950-something, one Sunday afternoon on the labour ward, doing what pupil midwives did, cleaning the cupboards. The labour ward supervisor whose name was Gracie was having tea, and the following conversation took place, ‘Good afternoon, Sir Humphrey, I don’t believe I have called you. May I offer you some tea?’ And all hell was going on round the corner, in the six-bed first stage room I am cleaning the cupboards, and he was quite interested in what was going on and what ‘patients’ she had, and she said, ‘China or Indian?’. They had a very good relationship, they had a high regard and respect for each other, but Gracie ran the labour ward and Sir Humphrey was consulted when Gracie or her midwife colleagues considered it necessary, and when called, the registrars and consultants came immediately.
I can remember the community midwives I worked with in Colinton, near Edinburgh, who were absolutely terrifying, and even the possibility of men being attendant at birth and telling children where the baby came from was really frowned on, and they were very massive in all senses of the word, I can give you their names now, but I won’t, and so they were sort of characters. I think we have to be honest about this, there was a huge dip in British midwifery, and I came back from Canada in 1986, really looking forward to legitimately being a midwife and being part of the mainstream and I have to say that I felt invisible at times. I remember going to a clinic, and it’s a funny story really because I was in Reading, and I had to do a long refresher course, although I had been practising as a midwife in Canada, it didn’t count, and they made me do three months. I had to pretend to be a refresher midwife who hadn’t done anything for a long time and I had to wear a staff midwife’s uniform. I went into the clinic and I was standing next to the couch and I had done an abdominal palpation on the woman and the consultant arrived and he didn’t look at me, and I said, ‘I think that the presentation might be breech’ and he jumped visibly, he hadn’t seen me there as a person.

I do remember too the midwives on the antenatal clinic in the John Radcliffe who were very, very strong midwives, some of them had worked in Africa, they had looked after thousands of women, their job became to provide one of the consultants with KitKats for his morning tea, and they had a receptionist role. We very quickly got midwife couches and we got the midwives doing antenatal assessments and so on, but there was, I think, very definitely a dip in British midwifery, and I think we were very close to losing the profession. I think quite honestly that we are still in severe danger, unless we increase the status of midwives.

Chamberlain: Just that this is a meeting on history and therefore we must put the facts right. Sometimes when people speak they speak in headlines and condense things down. I must put forward the point of view that Caroline Flint was an extremely good midwife in my department. She was a sister midwife with me and went on to higher things, but she certainly did work. I cannot remember quarrelling ever, and if she had something to say I would listen to it. We did research together; I don’t think she was antidoctors particularly, I don’t want that impression to go through.

Flint: But, Bodger, I didn’t mention obstetricians when I was talking.

Jenkins: In the 1980s I was working for the Royal College of Midwives and so had a national view of what was going on. For this historical record I want to flag up that there were actually two concurrent battles being fought out during the 1980s. We have heard a lot about the battle between obstetrician (man) and midwife (woman) today although I recall that it was sometimes a battle and sometimes conducted as a very pleasant ‘gentlemanly’ disagreement. But the other one that was being fought was over the status of the midwife vis-a-vis the nurse. It was a very problematic relationship and our differences were multifactorial. Over some of the issues I don’t think midwives should be very proud. We did not recognise the huge skill of
individual nurses in some of the jobs they were doing or the routine skills levels of some midwives required by the jobs they were doing. We tended to think of the skills of all nurses as inferior to the skills of all midwives and tried to move away from them by claiming a higher status. But it was a singular battle that was hard to win due to the overwhelming numerical power of nursing. The rivalry probably has not diminished so it must not be forgotten when one is trying to carve out a place for midwifery within health services.

**Dunn:** I just wanted to say that I was attracted into perinatal medicine by my experience in the slums of Dublin as a medical student. We were on our own without midwives or doctors. Another medical student and I attended 44 home deliveries in six weeks. It made a tremendous impression on me – the joy and excitement of the whole experience. Even though there were hairy moments, there was always a tremendous party after the birth in which all the neighbours joined in. This was a great bonding occasion for the community. It is sad that we have taken childbirth (and death for that matter) and shoved it away in hospital. In the home, though, there is the opportunity to share the joy at the arrival of the new baby, renew friendships and make up quarrels. It’s just great and something that is impossible to reproduce on any scale in hospital. Incidentally, we lost none of our mothers or babies during that time in Dublin. Indeed, I remember that in the whole year there were no maternal deaths among over 2000 Rotunda home deliveries.

**Drife:** Thank you, Peter, and it is the perfect introduction for Alison to give us some thoughts on home versus hospital.

**Macfarlane:** Perhaps the subplot is a little bit of a mention about how members of my profession, statisticians, have been around to count the work that you do and all the babies that you have. I contest my title, ‘Home versus Hospital’, because I think we are talking about place of delivery, a debate that has been running a long time. It’s not just home versus hospital, but differences between a variety of different settings for birth. The other component, which is now counted separately in our statistics, is who is helping people give birth in those settings. I think they need to be considered as two dimensions, when people are forming statistics, and it’s very counterproductive to talk merely about home versus hospital. Finally you have to look at birth in the context of the healthcare system in which it takes place. Now as I mentioned it’s a very old saga. As soon as we had birth and death registration statistics in the nineteenth century, the question of maternal mortality, whether maternity hospitals were dangerous, got on the agenda. It was discussed by William Farr who in the nineteenth century set up our system for analysing birth and death registration statistics. He said hospitals are dangerous places, as did Florence Nightingale in her analysis of his statistics and survey. This was also the conclusion of a book from which she drew by Leon Le

---

182 William Farr FRS (1807–1883) studied medicine in Paris (1829–1831) and pioneered the collection and production of vital registration statistics for England and Wales in the late 1830s.
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Fort, the French surgeon, who did a tour of Europe collecting statistics about maternity hospitals.\textsuperscript{184} In fact this was debated at a European level in the 1860s, so European collaboration is nothing new. Right up until the mid-1930s, the overrunning theme was the dangers of hospital because of puerperal fever, but another issue that has been going for a long time is how you interpret the statistics. If someone starts giving birth in the community, and finally delivers in hospital, how is she counted if she or her baby dies, home or hospital? That was spelt out very clearly by Leon Le Fort in 1866.

Once we got over the very identifiable dangers of hospital, in terms of puerperal fever, in the postwar era, and those of you who were around will remember it, the issue was about meeting the demand for hospital care. We have heard people now talking about how they were so busy getting on with the job, and so the reports in the 1950s and 1960s leading up to the Peel Report in 1970\textsuperscript{185} were about meeting the demand for hospital care and the pressure for hospital beds. There were also questions about who should have these scarce hospital beds, and monitoring who got them. Inevitably the analysis by social class, guess what, showed who were the most likely to get the hospital beds, and were the most needy people likely to get them? Those who were involved in flying squads clearly saw the people, some of whom you could have predicted in advance might get into trouble, whereas other women who perhaps could perfectly well have given birth at home, formed AIMS [Association for Improvements in the Maternity Services]\textsuperscript{186} to campaign for more hospital beds. That’s the exact opposite to what AIMS subsequently campaigned for. There was never any consideration of the evidence about what was the safest. Finally the Peel Committee said that there was enough room now for everyone to give birth in hospitals, so they should give birth there.\textsuperscript{187} It merely stated without evidence that this was the safest, because perinatal mortality had gone down, as hospital births had gone up. This was parodied by Archie Cochrane, in his book \textit{Effectiveness and Efficiency}\.\textsuperscript{188} He said that perinatal mortality had gone down as postnatal length of stay had gone down, therefore it must be safer to spend less time in hospital. I came into the debate in the mid-1970s and I was introduced to it through two people I met in a group called Radical Statistics. One was Martin Bland. We’d got together to do a critique of a


\textsuperscript{186} The Association for Improvements in the Maternity Services (AIMS), London, was formed in 1960 to improve the quality and provision of maternity services in the UK. It organized the first International Home Birth Conference (1984) and the first International Water Birth Conference (1994).

\textsuperscript{187} op. cit. note 69.

report *Priorities for Health and Personal Social Services in England,*\(^{189}\) and how it had used statistics. We wrote a pamphlet on it.\(^{190}\) One thing that wasn’t quite relevant to that, was that Martin Bland was telling us about this contract researcher in Nottingham called Marjorie Tew.\(^{191}\) She had written a paper saying that hospital birth wasn’t safer and as a result her contract hadn’t been renewed. This was Marjorie Tew’s entry into the debate, and it’s a great pity she’s not here today. One of her most prominent early articles contains elements I agree with and elements I disagree with.\(^{192}\) The most important thing was that she was a voice that has gone on and on. I never perhaps agreed with what she said about the whole question of transfers and how data were interpreted. I have always agreed with her challenge to using correlation to prove causation, but I think she is important and I am very sorry she is not with us. This particular article was in *New Society.* I remember going to a seminar in the Office of Population Censuses and Surveys as it then was, and people weren’t very happy about how their statistics had been used in it. They were developing a new system of statistics that would link births to infant deaths, and therefore allow you to look at the mortality according to the data collected at the time of birth registration. Isobel Macdonald Davies was involved in this and she wrote this article, from which I have given you an extract.\(^{193}\) It shows that the perinatal mortality among all births at home had become higher than that of hospitals and isolated GP units. She was saying that we should interpret this very carefully because you didn’t know how many of these home births were intended. Her graph (Figure 4) was reproduced exactly by the Short Committee, which no one has mentioned yet.\(^{194}\) I think it was very important in reinforcing the technology of the 1970s and it recommended that home births be phased out further, because of its misinterpretation of Isobel’s graph and also, of course, that GP units should be phased out further. Isobel and I designed this survey and Rona Campbell, whose initial PhD project had fallen through, came along and did it. Rona showed that two-thirds of the births at home in 1979 were babies whose mothers had intended to deliver in hospital, but hadn’t got there.\(^{195}\) The debate continued through the 1980s and more research was done. Marjorie Tew wrote more articles. In 1990 the Health Minister, Roger Freeman, met a number of members of

---


\(^{191}\) Marjorie Tew, a statistician from Nottingham, was the first person to challenge evidence favouring hospital births. Her study showed home births to be as safe as hospital deliveries. See Tew M. (1990), op. cit. note 192, 241–245.


voluntary organizations. When the director of Maternity Alliance\textsuperscript{196} complained about more closures of GP units, he said, ‘Well, my wife tells me that women like to give birth close to home, but my officials tell me these units are dangerous’. Maternity Alliance said, ‘Haven’t you read the evidence, it was funded by your department?’. He asked them to organize a seminar and some people here took part.\textsuperscript{197} He said, ‘I am convinced’ and 12 days later he was reshuffled on to the Ministry of Transport. In the corridor

\textsuperscript{196} Maternity Alliance, London, is the national organization that provides up-to-date information of a wide range of maternity issues, including employment rights and maternity benefits.

\textsuperscript{197} It took place in the House of Commons on 12 March 1990.
Audrey Wise\textsuperscript{198} said to several of us, ‘I am fed up with all these enquiries we have into perinatal mortality, I want an enquiry into normal childbirth’. We don’t know what political deals were done, but the enquiry took place and was called the Winterton Report, but I think Audrey had more to do with it.\textsuperscript{199} This was the first time that the evidence was actually brought into the debate. The evidence was, as far as you could find it that we can never prove whether home or hospital birth is safer in terms of mortality, because the numbers are so small, we can only get at it in a sideways way. I would be interested in people’s comments on how the evidence has been used. We have seen a lot of evaluations of midwife-led units, but the numbers of births in them are too small to prove safety with a randomized trial.

Finally, in Figure 5b, you can see that perinatal mortality by place of birth has been going down. You can’t prove, of course, anything about the relative safety. This is from an article that was rejected by the \textit{British Medical Journal} because we hadn’t ‘proved’ that home births were safer, but you can read it in the new edition of \textit{Birth Counts}.\textsuperscript{200}

\textbf{Jenkins:} I chose to come along here today especially to share this with you. I was with Caroline Flint, the midwife expert, on the Select Committee Report, but actually Alison [Macfarlane] is slightly wrong. There was a government change in the attitude over government policy towards childbirth that pre-dated that and I thought I would share with you exactly how that happened. I think it is a case study that shows how difficult it can be, even when the evidence is very strong, to change policy even when you are working at the centre. I was working for the Royal College of Midwives in Wales at the time and I was invited to go on to a technical committee that was to look at new ways to deliver healthcare in Wales. One of them was on maternal care. At the time they were, I think, quite forward thinking, although not as forward thinking as one would expect to see now, because they decided to take both technical people’s views, that is the professional views, and users’ views into account, and set up a user group and a technical group. Where they weren’t so forward thinking was the two groups never met, they met separately, rather than together, and I have a feeling, my memory is that I think Beverley Beech was on the user group. I was on the technical group and I was one of two midwives, Sheila Drayton was the Welsh Office midwife, and I was the external midwife, working for the Royal College of Midwives. It was a group with some very powerful obstetricians, paediatricians, anaesthetists, hospital managers and civil servants on it. The civil servants had no knowledge of

\begin{itemize}
  \item \textsuperscript{198} Professor Alison Macfarlane wrote: ‘Audrey Wise MP (1932–2000), was a Labour MP and a long-standing member of the back-bench Health Committee. Maternity care was one of her major interests and she campaigned effectively for change. See Beech B L. (2000) In Memorium, Audrey Wise MP. \textit{AIMS Journal} 12: 14.’ Note on proofs, 29 August 2001.
  \item \textsuperscript{199} House of Commons Health Committee. (1992) \textit{Maternity Services}, vol. I. Report HC 29-I (Chair: Nicholas Winterton). London: HMSO.
  \item \textsuperscript{200} Macfarlane A J, Mugford M. (2000) \textit{Birth Counts: Statistics of pregnancy and childbirth}, vol. 1, 2nd edn. London: The Stationery Office. A copy of a letter from Dr Edmund Hey to Dr Daphne Christie, dated 16 July 2001, which relates to the data presented by Professor Alison Macfarlane on the impact of place of birth on perinatal mortality will be deposited with the records of this meeting in Archives and Manuscripts, Wellcome Library, London.
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Figure 5a: **Percentage of registered maternities which occurred at home, England and Wales, 1964–98.**


Figure 5b: **Perinatal mortality by place of birth, England and Wales, 1975–98.**

Source: Office for National Statistics, Mortality Statistics, Series DH3 and Birth Counts. The break between 1992 and 1993 reflects the change in definition of stillbirth and the end of the distinction between hospitals of different types.
obstetrics at all. We started a series of meetings with a series of papers that were presented. We hadn’t been asked to put any papers in at all, and the papers reiterated the common view that had been running from Short right the way through, which was that hospital remained the place to have a baby. Sheila Drayton and I immediately challenged that, almost the first of these meetings, and we verbally gave the evidence. By that time it was 1989 so that we had *Effective Care in Pregnancy*, we had *Where to be Born*, the monograph from Alison was available to everybody and, in fact, *Effective Care* was in the Welsh Office library at the time. We argued long and hard, and we were given a sort of platform. After the first series of meetings it became clear when we were getting minutes of those meetings, on which the eventual policy would be based, that the minutes were always skewed towards the obstetric argument. It didn’t matter how much we made statements in that environment, when it came out, the sort of obstetric view was coming through very clearly. Sheila and I started attending the meetings with *Effective Care* in front of us on the table and we would walk in and put it in front of us, as a statement about where we came from, which was we had the evidence, and it was here.

I say to you I am not personally a home-birth person, I would choose to go to hospital myself if I were going to have a baby, but I did feel that we had a lot of evidence that ought to be logically rolled into the policy that was being developed. We ended up, and I don’t suppose Iain [Chalmers] will remember this, with the final draft of the document to check. By that time Sheila Drayton and I were on the phone after every meeting, just checking what had been said, what had been said by others, what we had said, to make sure that every meeting was minuted in the way that reflected the discussion. We were sent the final draft but one of the final report and I don’t know who did this or who was responsible, but the sentence was slipped in, we had got them to the point where they said yes the evidence isn’t clear, but it is clear that the evidence is not that every woman should have her baby in hospital, and somewhere somebody had put in the phrase to say, ‘However, people can make the local decision about whether they still go ahead with 100 per cent hospital confinement or not’. At that point, although we had been sitting on the evidence at every meeting, I decided we had to roll somebody else in. I don’t know whether Iain will ever remember this, but I rang Iain up (because it was only a quick call, so you probably won’t) and I said to him, ‘We have this phrase in this document, can I just quote you on what your reaction would be if this was to be printed?’ He said, ‘It is absolute rubbish’. So at the final meeting we went to, to sign it off, we said that we had consulted with Iain and that Iain had said this part of the sentence was rubbish. The civil servants who were very good, I will say this, said, ‘Well then, of course we must take it out, our advice was it ought to go in’. They eventually took it out and in 1989, the end of 1989, that document was published in Wales, saying that the argument was no longer there to put every woman into hospital.

**Maclean:** I wonder if we can look back through history? The graphs that Alison provided show that in 1960 the number of women delivering at home was roughly
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one-third, and at this time with the NHS strapped for cash, there is no doubt that if there is a cheaper option, then the argument for women having to come to hospital to be managed antenatally and to deliver, may reverse. I just wonder in going back through the lessons of history why this rather steep drop in the number of women delivering at home. If there is an increase from 1985, and it’s a small increase, what factors would increase or accelerate that again? And the role that politicians might have, not because it was necessarily better care, but because it was going to save money, because that seems to be one of the increasing issues. One of the things I am aware of, and this may be misinterpreted, is that if you have your baby at home with one or several midwives involved, then the costs for the NHS of providing that care are greater than if the midwife is employed within a labour ward, where during her shift she has the opportunity of looking after several women in labour, and that if more were to choose to deliver at home, then the costs would increase, it would not necessarily be cheaper. But I am not sure, I don’t have figures to base that comment on.

Drife: I am interested in that amazing graph (Figure 5a) between 1965 and 1975, the sudden disappearance of home delivery effectively.\(^{202}\) I would be very hard to convince that this was the result of a government report. The Government produces reports every year that have absolutely no bearing on reality.

Macfarlane: Can I just say, very quickly, two things. One is to do with the number of births, and in *Where to be Born* we produced graphs of numbers of births and the big 1960s baby boom.\(^{203}\) As it tailed off, the hospital-building programme, and the provision of more maternity units, came on stream. So if you showed it as numbers it would look very different.

The other point is, and I apologize extremely to Rosemary [Jenkins] for not remembering her important report, to point out that the increase in home births started in 1988 in percentage terms. So these changes in views were following what choices were being made, even though there was such a battle as Rosemary has described. So the graph has to be interpreted in the light of the numbers as well.

Cronk: I hate to think of this as ‘home versus hospital’. I think home birth has a place and, as Rosemary said, hospital birth has a place. Some women don’t have homes, for some women home is not a safe place to give birth and we need a safe place where women can give birth in peace that isn’t their home. Unfortunately, hospital now appears to equal loss of control over the process, no continuity of carer, no one-to-one midwifery care, and active management of labour. That is what hospital birth means in many, many places in Britain.

The other thing that comes into the equation is that the National Health Service has no legal obligation to provide a domiciliary midwifery service and that is a legal fact


\(^{203}\) op. cit. note 201.
on which legal opinions have been taken. The 1974 Reorganization Act implemented in 1976 did not specify that area health authorities, and now trusts, have to provide a domiciliary service; they have a duty to provide a maternity service and that is all.\textsuperscript{204}

**Drife:** When I speak to people about having a baby – which, as soon as people at a dinner or anything find out you are an obstetrician, that is what they talk about – they talk about how it was 20 years ago when they had a baby. That is what we are here to do. I cannot stop myself from saying that there has been a culture change in many hospitals over the last ten years in terms of trying to achieve what you are talking about, continuity of care and obviously respect for the woman and not putting her into a sausage machine. I would love to think that that was a generalized change that has occurred very recently, more recently than perhaps we are mainly talking about here. I can’t stop myself from making that comment.

**Flint:** I just want to take issue on cost. As Lesley [Page] said earlier, when midwives look after women, especially when midwives look after women at home (like the Albany Group Practice), the amount of intervention is much lower and therefore the cost is lower but because it is different budgets that cost-saving is not recognized. I don’t know where you all come from, but I live in London where in most hospitals for primigravid women the Caesarean section rate is 30 per cent. That has to be costing a fortune, much more than all those women being at home and having a Caesarean section rate of 8 per cent, which is what most midwives would think that they have.

**Chamberlain:** Talking about cost, the National Birthday Trust Survey on home births,\textsuperscript{205} which I am not going to give you details of, you all know it, but it examined some 3500 women having babies at home, compared with some 4000 in hospital. We submitted the data to the National Perinatal Epidemiology Unit in Oxford\textsuperscript{206} and there their health economists did some sums for us. The costs were virtually the same, they were within £20 of each other, the home births and the hospital births, the year was 1994, and that’s the last data I have seen on cost. They were virtually the same.

**Zander:** Just two small points about the home birth issue. First, I very much support what Mary [Cronk] says. Many of us are at fault in turning this into a home versus hospital issue. What we should be asking is whether we, within the professions, will accept as perfectly reasonable that some women, in some places, for certain personal reasons, should have the option of having their birth at home, as opposed to


\textsuperscript{206}The National Perinatal Epidemiology Unit was established as a Policy Research Unit by the Department of Health in 1978 and is hosted by the University of Oxford Faculty of Clinical Medicine. The Unit aims to improve the health and wellbeing of women and their babies during pregnancy, delivery and after birth. See Henderson J, Mugford M. (1997) An economic evaluation of home births, in Chamberlain G, Wright A, Crowley P. (eds) *op. cit.* note 205, 191–211.
everybody being encouraged, forced, or whatever word one wants to use, to go into hospital. It is whether we can see home as a valid option for some women.\footnote{\text{207}}

We have talked quite often today about the issue of our system of education, how do we train, and how can the younger doctors acquire the appropriate attitudes? One of the striking things about the Winterton Report,\footnote{\text{208}} for which I had the pleasure of being the GP adviser, was that the first third of it was devoted to the views of women. I think this is unique in any such government report. I don’t think we are going to move forward on this issue if we leave it solely up to the professionals to make the move. It’s only going to happen when we open up the decision-making process much more effectively to the views of women; they are the ones who are going to say what they themselves want. The issue here is to what extent we will accept the issue of choice as an option. What we in the professions need to consider very carefully is rather than being antagonized by the option of home as a setting for birth, it would seem much more productive to look at that setting as a laboratory, to ask why is it that women appear to perform so differently when giving birth in their own surroundings; for instance in their use of analgesia. In the five or six hundred births with which I have been involved just two to three ampoules of pethidine were used. That would seem to me to be an obvious example for us as scientists to ask why it is that the use of analgesia is so different in one setting than another; is it related to anxiety levels, is it the opportunity for movement or what is it? I think that until we have clear proof to the contrary we, obstetricians, either on the grounds of choice, or, as scientists, must really examine the costs and benefits of the home as a setting for birth. We need to adopt a much more positive response than the antagonistic one of defensiveness and aggression to what seems a very reasonable request.

\textbf{Page:} Simply to comment on costs. If you have midwives affiliated to wards and departments and working shifts, it is a much more costly system. If you have midwives following women through the system of care, it’s much more cost effective. The system in which midwives follow women through the system of care, allows home births definitely at no extra cost. If you take into account the reduction of interventions that are associated with home births, a Caesarean is at least twice as much as a normal delivery on current NHS costs, and nobody has taken those into account. So I think that we have to look very carefully. I have been doing eight years of economic evaluation with York Health Economics Consortium and also working with NHS accountants. I think there are a lot of myths in the NHS about what costs more, and unfortunately services that are running into difficulty cut home births before they cut the epidural rate or the Caesarean section rate and it makes absolutely no sense at all.

\textbf{Porter:} I just wanted to talk about our Bath City experience with home deliveries, because I think Allan [Maclean] is making the point that many, many people have


\footnote{\text{208}} See note 199.
made all across the country, that if you increase the number of home deliveries your costs are going to increase. I can say that our home births in Bath City rose from 3 per cent to 12, 13, 14 per cent in the late 1990s, and yes, our costs rose, but our costs rose because we recognized that we had a big hole in our community maternity provision. In some respects I am not going to contradict what others have said, indeed I am going to come clean and say, ‘Yes, we redistributed considerable resources into the community, because we sensed that there was a real demand to deliver in the community.’ But it wasn’t just the home births, it was a demand for domino deliveries etc. and what we created was a big increase in community midwifery teams to meet this demand. And that is where the issue gets a bit muddled, because like so many of these analyses the moment you start looking at the problem it slides out of your hands. My message really is that people are following their intuition when they are saying that doing more home deliveries is going to cost a lot more money, and that is incredibly dangerous. If there is one thing that I have learnt in the last 20 years in maternity care, it is that intuition frequently lets us down in a big way. Many things in maternity care are counterintuitive, and this applies here.

Robinson: As far as I remember, the Peel Report did not say there should be a 100 per cent of hospital births, it said that provision should be made for 100 per cent of hospital delivery.

Drife: At this point we have run out of time and so we will have to bring the meeting to a close. I would like to thank everyone who has contributed to these discussions this afternoon.

Tansey: I would like to thank you all for participating in this afternoon’s seminar and add my particular thanks to Professor James Drife for his excellent chairing of the meeting.

\[209\] In the ‘Domino’ scheme community midwives book low-risk women for a hospital delivery and after onset of labour they accompany the women into hospital and take responsibility for the delivery. Provided there are no complications women can go home just a few hours after delivery.
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